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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.c.
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-211 and 212 (Preliminary)
CERTAIN WELDED CARBON STEEL PIPES AND TUBES
FROM TAIWAN AND VENEZUELA
Determinations
On the basis of the record

!/

developed in investigation No. 731-TA-211

(Preliminary), the Commission determines, pursuant to section ·733(a) of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a)), that there is a reasonable
indication that an industry in the United States is materially injured by
reason of imports from Taiwan of light-walled rectangular welded carbon steel
pipes and tubes

!;/

which are alleged to be sold in the United States at less

than fair value (LTFV).
In addition, on the basis of the record developed in investigation No.
731-TA-212 (Preliminary), the Commission determines, pursuant to section
733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19

u.s.c.

§ 1673b(a)), that there is a

reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is materially
injured by reason of imports from Venezuela of standard welded carbon steel
pipes and tubes
LTFV.

1/

which are alleged to be sold in the United.States at

!!./

l/ The "record" is defined in section 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CPR § 207.2(i)).
2/ The term "light-walled rectangular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes"
co'°;ers welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of rectangular (including square)
cross section, having a wall thickness of less than 0.156 inch, provided for
in item 610.4928 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated
(TSUSA). Prior to April _l, 1984, these rectangular pipes and tubes were
provided for in TSUSA item 610.4975.
11 The term "standard welded carbon steel pipes and tubes" covers welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes of circular cross section, 0.375 inch or more but
not over 16 inches in outside diameter, provided for in TSUSA items 610.3231,
610.3234, 610.3241, 610.3242, 610.3243, 610.3252, 610.3254, 610.3256,
610.3258, and 610.4925. Prior to April 1, 1984, these circular pipes and
tubes were. provided for in TSUSA items 610.3231, 610.3232, 610.3241, 610.3244,
and 610. 324 7.
4/ Chairwoman Stern determines that there is a reasonable indication that an
industry in the United States is materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of the subject imports.

2
The Commission further determines that there is no reasonable indication
that an industry in the United States is materially injured, or threatened
with material injury, or that the establishment of an industry in the United
States is materially retarded, by reason.of imports from Venezuela of welded
carbon steel lf ne pipes and tubes ];./ which are alleged to
United States at LTFV •

b~

sold in the

.?:./

Background
On December 18, 1984, counsel for the Committee on Pipe & Tube .Imports
(CPTI)

11

filed petitions with the U.S. International Trade Commission and the

U.S. Department of Commerce alleging that an industry in the United States is
being materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of
imports from Taiwan and Venezuela of certain welded carbon steel pipes and
tubes which are allegedly sold at LTFV.

Accordingly, effective

December 18, 1984, the Commission instituted preliminary antidumping
investigations under the provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930.

Notice of the ·

institution of the Commission's investigations and of a public conference to

!I The term "welded carbon steel line pipes and tubes" covers welded carbon
steel pipes and tubes of circular cross section, with walls not thinner than
0.065 inch, 0.375 inch or more but not over 16 inches in outside diameter,
· conforming to A?I specifications for line pipe provided for in TSUSA items
610.3208 and 610.3209.
2/ Commissioners Eckes and Lodwick dissenting.
J/ The 23 member producers of the CPTI are Allied Tube and Conduit Corp.,
American Tube Co., Inc., Bernard Epps and co., Bock Industries of Elkhart,
Indiana, Bull Moose Tube Co., Central Steel Tube Co., Century Tube Corp.,
CopperW'eld' Tubing Group, Hughes Steel and Tube, Kaiser Steel Corp., Laclede
Steel· Co., Maruichi American Corp., Maverick Tube Corp., Phoenix Steel Corp.,
Pittsburgh Tube Co., Sawhill division of Cyclops Corp., Sharon Tube Co.,
Southwestern Pipe, Inc., Tex-Tube division of Cyclops Corp., UNR-Leavitt,
Welded Tube Co. of America, Western Tube and Conduit, and Wheatland Tube Corp.

3
be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of the notice in

the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington,
DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of December 27, 1984
(49 F.R. 50316).

A public conference was held in Washington, DC on January 8,

1985, and all persons who requested the opportunity were permitted to appear
in person or by counsel.

5

VIEWS OF THE COffUSSION
We determine that there is a reasonable indication that an

indus~ry

in

the United States is materially injured by reason of imports of light-walled
rectangular (L-WR) pipes and tubes from Taiwan which are allegedly sold at
less than fair value (LTFV).

We also determine that there is a reasonable

indication that an industry in the United States is materially injured. by
reason of alleged LTFV imports of standard pipes and tubes from
1/

Venezuela. -

However, we determine that there is no reasonable indication

that an industry in the United States is materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of ·alleged LTFV imports of line pipes and tubes from
Ven£zuela. l/
The affirmative determination with respect to L-WR pipes and tubes from
Taiwan is based on data indicating that the volume and penetration levels of
the subject imports have increased greatly during the period of investigation,
and some data indicating price undercutting and lost sales attributable to the
3/

imported product. -

!/ Chairwoman Stern determines that there is a reasonable indication that
an industry in the United States is materially injured or threatened
with material injury by reason of the subject imports.
1.1 Commis_sioners Eckes and Lodwick find a reasonable indication of material
injury by reason of imports of line pipes and tubes from Venezuela.
11 Chairwoman Stern, Vice Chairman Liebeler, and Commissioners Eckes and
Lodwick reach this affirmative determination based on an analysis of the
effect of the subject imports alone; they therefore do not reach the
question of cumulation in this case. Commissioner Rohr bases his
(Continued On Page 6)

The affirmative determination with respect to standard pipes and tubes
from Venezuela is based on data indicating a more modest increase in import
volume and penetration levels which, when cumulated with imports of the
articles subject to investigation from other sources, !/ provide a
reasonable indication of a materially injurious effect on the domestic
industry.

The investigation also revealed consistent and substantial margins

of underselling by imports from Venezuela.
The negative determination with respect to line pipes and tubes from
Venezuela ~/ is based primarily on the extraordinarily low response rate by
domestic producers to Commission questionnaires dealing with

11

tha~

product.

(Continued From Page 5)
affirmative determination, for purposes only of this preliminary
·investigation, on cumulation of the subject imports with imports of L-WR
pipes and tubes from the Republic of Korea that are subject to an
outstanding antidumping duty order imposed on May 7, 1984. See Welded
Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of Korea and.Taiwan, Inv.
Nos. 731-TA-131, 132, and 138 (Final), USITC Pub. No. 1517 (1984).
!/ Commissioner Rohr bases his affirmative determination, for purposes only
of this preliminary investigation, on a cumulative assessment of the
effect of LTFV imports of standard pipes and tubes from Brazil subject
to an affirmative preliminary determination (Welded Carbon Steel Pipes
and Tubes from Brazil and Spain, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-220 and 731-TA-197-198
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1569 (1984)) and LTFV imports of the product
from Korea and Taiwan subject to outstanding dumping duty orders issued
on May 7, 1984. See Report of the Commission (Report) at Appendix C.
Chairwoman Stern has assessed the cumulative impact of the subject
imports with allegedly LTFV imports from Brazil subject to a recent
preliminary affirmative finding by the Commission and LTFV imports from
Taiwan subject to a recent final affirmative determination. Because the
Spanish cases have been terminated before a final determination, imports
from Spain may not be cumulated with those that are the subject of this
investigation. Vice Chairman Liebeler and Commissioner Lodwick have
cumulated the subject imports only with allegedly LTFV imports from .
Brazil. Commissioner Eckes finds it unnecessary to cumulate in order to
reach an affirmative determination in this preliminary investigation.
~/
Commissioners Eckes and.Lodwick dissenting.

7

Petitioners claim to represent manufacturers accounting for 25 percent of
domestic production. of line pipes and tubes, but timely respons·es were
received from manufacturers accounting for only 8 percent of such production.
Definition of the domestic industry
We adopt the definitions of the like product and domestic industries made
in an earlier investigation, except that the standard pipes and tubes under
investigation here include those with an outside diameter between 4.5 and 16
inches as well as those with 4.5 inches or less in outside diameter .. §/
three products under investigation are:

The

(1) light-11.1alled rectangular pipes

and tubes; (2) circular standard pipes and tubes no larger than 16 inches in
outside diameter; and (3) circular line pipes and tubes no larger than 16
inches in outside diameter.

Each category of imported product is generally

made to the same specifications and has the same characteristics and uses as

71

its domestically produced counterpart. -

.

Accordingly, there are three

domestic industries, each consisting of the producers of each one of the
products enumerated.
Condition of the light-11.1alled rectangular and standard pipe and tube 'industries
We have very recently determined that there is a

rea~onable

indication

that these two domestic industries are suffering material injury.: For the

§./ Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of Korea and

ZI

Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-131-132 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 1389 (1983),
affirmed, Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of Korea
and Taiwan Inv. Nos. 731-TA-131, 132, and 138 (Final), USITC Pub. 1519
(1984).
Counsel for the Venezuelan respondent has suggested that there is a
distinction between standard pipe with 4.5 inches outside diameter or
less on the one hand and standard pipe larger than 4.5 inches outside
(Continued On Page 8)

8

sake of_, brev i-ty ,·;we incorporate those findings- by reference. !/
With -respe,ct to producers of L4'1R pipe.s · and. tubes, fi.lrthe'r information
.develop~d

in ..the: course of this investigation indicates modest increases in

9/
.
10/
11/ .
capacity utilization, - shipments, and employment ~ 1n the

-

'

interim period ending September 1984, when compared with the corresponding
.

-

':;

period of 1983.

Most of these indicators, however, remain substantially below

the levels attained in 1981.
.

~

l.

Moreover, producers' reported prices for this

.

period did not increase from the levels of the corresponding period of 1983
.
.
..
12/
and remain below the levels achieved in early 1982. ~
The Commission
~

·~

received very little information about the income and loss experience of
.
13/
domestic producers of L-WR pipes and tubes. Nevertheless, "the best
information avail~ble"

i.

?../

!/
'ti

10/

!1/

12/

!1/

14/

.·

141

at this time, when taken together with data

:.

(Continued From Page 7)
.diameter O.f.l the othe.r. Postconference Brief on Behalf of Conduven at
4. However, nothing revealed in these preliminary investigations
justifies a distinction based on size rather than use. See Report at
A-5-A-6.
See Welded Pipes and Tubes from Brazil and Spain, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-220
.and ~.317'1,A-:-~9(' a~ 198 (Preliminary), USITC P~b. No. 1569 (1984)
Rep<frt af ~13, Table 4 . .
Id~ at ,A~15, Table 5
Id. at A-17, Table 7
Id. at A-33, Table 17
In order ·for the Commission to make a determination based on adequate
information in any final investigation, it is expected that domestic
producers will overcome any obstacles that may exist to presenting
accurate and full income and loss data relating to their L-WR pipe and
tube operations.
19 u!s.c. § 1673b(a)

9

developed in earlier investigations, is sufficient to meet the reasonable
' di ca t'ion s t anda rd f or .a pre l'im1nary
.
' '
de t ermina
' t'ion. ~
lS/
in
in1ury
\

Data developed in this investigation relating to ·the recent experience of
161

U.S. producers of standard pipes and tubes are more extensi,ve.
capacity .
171
181
utilization has recently increased,
but shipments
and
191
employment
have declined. Income and loss data indicate a slight
increase in net sales but stagnation of operating income.

15/

201

Taken together

Vice Chairman Liebeler notes that she voted in the negative with respect
to light~lled rectangular pipes and tubes from Spain in Welded carbon
Steel Pipes and Tubes from Brazil and Spain, Inv. Nos. 701-TA-220 and
731-TA-197 and 198, USITC Pub. No. 1569 (1984). She finds that the
financial condition of the industry has deteriorated to the point that
there is a reasonable indication that it is materially injured. For
example, capacity utilization had reached 77 percent by June 1984,
continuing a trend upward in the face of increasing imports. This trend
was reversed during the June-September quarter: capacity utilization
dropped to 69 percent for the January-September period of 1984 as import
penetration increased.
·
16/ We note that this investigation relates to standard pipes and tubes up
to an outside diameter of 16 inches, while previous investigations were
, confined to standard pipes and tubes with an outside diameter of 4.S
inches or less. Because 7S percent of domestic production is of the
latter category (!!!.Transcript of the Conference at 28), data from
those earlier investigations are appropriately used in this preliminary
investigation. It is expected that domestic producers will provide more
complete information with respect to their production as a whole of
standard pipes and tubes up to 16 inches in outside diameter in the
event of a final investigation. Furthermore, it is noted that the like
product definition applied in this investigation is fully inclusive of
the products covered in the earlier investigations. A cumulative
analysis in the present investigation includes only imports like the
subject ones.
17/ Report at A-13, Table 4
18/ Id. at A-1S, Table S
19/ Id. at A-17, Table 7
20/ Id. at A-21, Table 10. These data were provided by manufactur~rs
accounting for slightly more than half of domestic shipments of standard
pipes and tubes. In any final investigation, it is expected that the
response rate will reflect a larger proportion of the domestic industry.

10
with data developed in earlier investigations, this information is sufficient
to establish that there is a reasonable indication that the domestic industry
producing standard pipes and tubes is suffering inaterial injury.
Reasonable indication of material injury by reason of alleged LTFV imports
Light-;ialled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan
The recent modest improvement in economic indicators for this industry is
largely attributable to an increase in domestic consumption.

At the same

time, imports of L-WR pipes and tubes from Taiwan escalated in quantity from
1,115 short tons in 1982 to 6,850 short tons in the first nine months of
1984.

211

More importantly, the share of domestic consumption claimed by

imports from Taiwan grew from 0.8 percent in 1982 to 4.1 percent in the
.
22/
interim 1984 period. ~
There was some evidence of underselling of the domestic product by
imports from Taiwan in 1984, and some confirmed lost sales based on the lower
price of L-WR pipes and tubes from Taiwan.

U.S. producers' prices generally

fell;between 1982 and 1984, showing an inability to raise prices to service
centers/distributors even when consumption of the product was on the
rise. 231

21/
22/
23/

These findings, taken together, provide a reasonable indication

Report at A-25, Table 12.
Id. at A-31, Table 16.
Id. at A~33, Table 17.

11

that imports from Taiwan are causing material injury to the domestic L-WR pipe
and tube industry. 241
Standard pipes and tubes from Venezuela
The recent decline in shipments and employment and the stagnation of
.
.
. t h'is i'nd ustry coinci
. 'd ed wit
. h an increase
. .
. vo l ume -251
operating
income
in
in

and penetration levels 261 of the subject imports.

The import penetration

level for the product from Venezuela for the first nine months of 1984 was 1.9
percent, as compared to 0.7 percent for the corresponding period of
1983. 271

Further, there was some evidence of substantial underselling of

the domestic product by imports from Venezuela in 1984.

When imports from

Venezuela are cumulated with imports from other sources which are also subject
to investigation,

281

there is a reasonable indication that the domestic

standard pipe and tube industry is suffering material injury by reason of such
29/
imports.

24/ Commissioner Rohr bases his affirmative determination, for purposes only
of this preliminary investigation, on cumulation of the subject imports
with imports from the Republic of Korea subject to an outstanding
antidumping duty order. Supra at n. 3.
25/ Report at A-27, Table 13.
26/ Id. at A-31, Table.16.
27/ Id.
28/ Section 771(7)(C)(iv) of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 states:
"Cumulation - For purposes of clauses (i) and (ii), the Commission
shall cumulatively assess the volume and effect of imports from two or
more countries of like products subject to investigation if such imports
compete with each other and with like products of the domestic industry
in the United States market.". The Conference Report accompanying the
1984 .Act notes that: "The provision requires cumulation of imports from
various countries that each account individually for a small perce·ntage
of total market penetration but when combined may cause material
injury." H.R. Rep. No. 1156, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 173 (1984).
29/ Chairwoman Stern finds a reasonable indication of material injury or
threat thereof by reason of the subject imports.

12
Commissioner Rohr, for purposes only of this preliminary investigation,
has cumulatively assessed the effect of the subject

impor~s

with allegedly

LTFV imports from Brazil and LTFV imports from Korea and Taiwan, the subject
of recent Commission investigations.

These latter.

import~

accounted for·

aggregate market penetration levels during .the period of investigat·ion ·ranging
from 25.4 percent in 1982 to a high.of 43.9 percent .in interim 1983, falling ..
to 34. 1 percent in interim 1984 .. Chairwoman Stern has cumulated with .
allegedly LTFV imports from Brazil and LTFV imports from Taiwan .. <Market
penetration levels of these imports ranged from 6. 9 percent i.n 1982 to a high
of 11.6 percent in interim 1983, falling to 9.3 percent in interim
1984.

301

Vice Chairman Liebeler and Commissioner Lodwick have cumulated

only with allegedly LTFV imports from Brazil.

Commissioner Eckes.finds it·

unnecessary to reach the question of cumulation in this preiiminary .
investigation. !!/
Chairwoman Stern and Commissioner Rohr have conducted their cumulative
analysis on the basis of their understanding that it is the intent of Congress
that imports be cumulated when they compete with other imports and the
domestic like

produ~t.

time period, and be

30/
31/

They must be marketed within a

su~ject

reason~bly

coincidental

to investigation .. They interpret the last

See Report, Appendix C.
See supra n .., 4.

13

criterion t_o include those imports already subject to a final order when that
order has been imposed in the relatively recent past:

321

Vice Chairman Liebeler considers the language of the statu·te,

"~ubject

to

investigation," to require cumulation of imports only when they are currently
under investigation.
No reasonable indication of material iniury or threat to the domestic line
pipe and tube industry 33/
With respect to the line pipe and tube industry, the.Commission has
conducted as thorough an investigation as possible.

In this case, the conduct

of that investigation has been hampered by the lack·of cooperation on the part
of the domestic industry.

Timely questionnaire responses were received from

manufacturers representing less than 10 percent of domestic shipments of line
pipes and tubes. 341 The statute requires th~t the _Commission make a
,
1

preliminary determination "based upon the best information available to it ~t
the time of the determination."
is a reasonable indication .that

351

The question at issue is "whether there
. an· industry in ·the United ·states

is materially injured . . . by reason of imports. 11

32/

361

The statute defines

Chairwoman Stern has not cumulated imports of standard pipes from Korea
because she found in that investigation that there was no causal link
between those imports and the condition of the domestic industry. See
Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of Korea and
Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-131, 132, and 138 (Final), USITC Pub. No. 1517
(1984). Commissioner Rohr notes that his determination in this
investigation is made without prejudice to a reconsideration of this
issue during any final investigation. He notes further that
manufacturers accounting for only one-third of the domestic~roduction
allegedly represented by petitioners cooperated with our investigation.
33/ Commissioners Eckes and Lodwick dissent. See their Views infra.
34/ Supra at 6.
35/ 19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a).
36/ Id.

14
"industry" as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those
producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a major
proportion of the total domestic production of that product." 371 It is, of
course, true, as a practical matter, that the 45-day time limit established by
the statute will sometimes lead to a determination based on incomplete data.
This reality is recognized by tl')e "best information available" language
already quoted.

Further, the legislative history of the Trade Agreements Act

of 1979 indicates congressional recognition of _the problem:

"The time limit

provided in the bill for an ITC preliminary determination . . . is still quite
brief.

It is therefore intended that the ITC will investigate the allegations

in the petition in as thorough a manner as possible using the information
available within that time period, and will provide interested parties a
'
' views.
'
II
reasona bl e opportunity
to present t heir
-38/ That the Commission
does make preliminary determinations on the basis of less than complete
information is apparent from our determination with respect·to L-WR pipes and
tubes.

However, even taking account of the difficulties representatives of

the domestic line pipe and tube industry may have experienced in providing
data within the time required, the response rate was so extraordinarily low
that the Commission is justified in finding that the "industry," as defined by
the statute, is at best uninterested in the petition.

37/
38/

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).
H.R.· Rep. No. 317, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 61 (1979) (emphasis supplied).

15
The information at issue, namely the economic performance of the domestic
line pipe and tube industry, is uniquely within the control of that industry.
In these circumstances, failure to provide that information leads to the
logical inference that it would be adverse to the interests of the parties
concerned.

391

This is all the more true when, as here, petitioners are

aware, before the petition is filed, of the necessity of providing information
to the Commission within the statutory time limits.

Hence, we determine, on

the basis of the best information available at this time, that there is no
reasonable indication that the domestic line pipe and tube industry is
suffering from, or threatened with, material injury:

4
0/

39/. See, !..:..9.·· International Union (UAW) v. NLRB, 459 F.2d 1329 (D.C. Cir.
1972); Weighing Machinery and Scales from Japan, Inv. No. 701-TA-7
(Final), USITC Pub. No. 1063 (1980) (Views of Vice Chairman Alberger and
Commissioner calhoun).
40/ In view of this finding, there is no need to consider the causal
connection between alleged LTFV line pipe and tube imports and the
alleged injury.
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VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ECKES ON LINE PIPES AND TUBES

For the Commission to vote neqatively with respect to line
pipes and tubes from Venezuela in this investiqation, it would
have to find no reasonable indication of material injury to the
domestic industry or else find no reasonable indication of a
causal link between perceived injury
imports in question.

~nd

the alleqedly unfair

Althouqh the information available to the

Commission at the time of the vote on this case was limited, in
my view it was sufficient to satisfy the "reasonable
indication" standard in a preliminary investigation under Title
VI I.
The Commission majority, however, reached a neqative
determination, finding no material injury.

This finding

apparently was based upon the inference that the petitioner's
member firms did not supply adequate and timely data to the
Commission because to do so would have hurt their case.

Their

silence was assumed to be concealinq industrial health.
In the past two years the Commission has had numerous cases
involvinq pipes and tubes, two of which included line pipe.11·
In all cases concluded thus far -- including· the Section 201 -the Commission found that the industry was experiencing· injury.

l/ Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes From The
Republic of Korea, Inv.No. 701-TA-168,(Final), USITC Pub.No.
1345 (1983) and carbon Steel And Certain Alloy Steel Products,
Inv.No. TA-201-51, USITC Pub.No. 1553 (1984).
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Gran.ted, this is t;:he first case coming to the Commission in
which we have sought data on line pipes and tubes as a separate
product; and I agree with my colleagues that the information
collected in this preliminary investiqation was less than
satisfactory.

However, the data collected for the light-walled

rectangular pipe and tube industry were not much better and the
Commission chose to consider the information available for that
product in light of findings in an earlier investigation.
The performance of each segment of the pipe and tube
industry has followed a similar pattern during the

1981~1984

period, differing-only in the degree of the disaster
experienced in 1982 and
upturn in 1984.

1983~

and the extent of the modest

A preliminary finding of no reasonable

indication of material injury to the line pipe segment, in my
opinion, would require sufficient evidence of exception to that
patte~n.

What information we do have, such as·AISI data on

line pipe shipments and very limited profit and loss data,
reveals conformance to the pattern, not exception.

Shipments

in 1983 were less than half of 1981 levels, and the improvement
in the first nine months of 1984 will still leave shipments for
the year far :below

~981.

The profit and loss data show a sharp

drop in operating profits in 1982 and 1983, and only slight
recovery in 1984.
one possible explanation for the poor response by line pipe
producers to the Commission questionnaire could be the
difficulty in responding --separating line and standard pipe
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data for the first time -- during the holiday season.

The

petition was filed on December 18 and questionnaires were due
back to the Commission on January 4.
Of course the petitioner does control the filing date and
is well aware of the pressures on Commission resources in a
45-day case.

However. the Commission's responsibility to

conduct a thorough investigation remains the same whether or
not the petitioner shows proper consideration of the Commission
and other members of its industry in choosing a filing date.
The court of International Trade pointed out in its
decision in the Budd Company case

~/

that the Trade Agreements

Act of 1979 makes no reference to the burden of proof being on
the petitioner in a Commission investigative proceeding.
court maintains

11

•••

The

it is clear that all information that is

•accessible or may be obtained.' from whatever its source may
be. must be reasonably sought by the Commission."
accomplish this end.

11

•••

To

it is the ·commission which has the

sole authority to seek both confidential and nonconfidential
information from the parties supported by a subpena power
granted by statute and provided for in the Commission
regulations." The Commission has used that subpena power in a
45-day investigation in the past when information was not
forthcoming from an important nonpetitioner producer.

2/ The Budd company v. United States. 507F. Supp. 997
(C.I.T.1980) 1002. 1003.
21 Certain Table Wine From France And Italy. Inv. No.
701-TA-210-211 (P).
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Commies.ion investiqators did not choose to use that power in
this investigation.
. .
.
The petitioner represents firms

responsi~le

25 percent of domestic line pipe and. tube

..,

for only about

~rod~ctio~

If all

member firms' cooperated
and no nonpetition~rs~
... responded, we
1

;•

would have
'

are

•

25-percent. representation.

Ci
I

'

·;i

part1~l

•'

'

What we. actually have

•

r•~ponses

•

•

from firms representing roughly 20

percent.of.line pipe and tube shipments, the petitioninq firms
which .responded
accounting for about 8 percent of total
'
,-

shipments.

one major producer supplyinq data did not respond

in a timely

.~ashion;

Commis.sion _v.ote.

data were received a week prior to the

~pparently

there was insufficient time for

the. Commi.ssion staff to confirm t_he material and check for
internal

Nonetheless, the data were in hand and

c~nsiste~cr.

; 'I

could have been processed before the vote.

conceiv~bly

In any event. the extent of the response to our
should not

inqui~ie~

how the Commission votes in a prelimina.ry,

dete~mine

inves_tigat-ion . ._ By statute, the Commission is to examine the
best information
available at the time of the vote and base its
.
.,

'

'•

determinations
that information.
.
. . on
.
.

information

ay~ilable

There is nothinq in the

_that:justifies a determination of no

reasonable indication of material injury to the line pipe
industry.
Certainly there are sufficient data to give a reasonable
indication of a link between imports of

li~e

pipes and tubes

from Venezuela and material injury to the domestic industry.
'

.
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Imports soared from 2.599 short tons in 1982 to 66.110 short
tons in the first nine months of 1984.

The share of U.S.

consumption claimed by imports from Venezuela jumped from 0.3
percent in 1982 to 7.1 percent in the 1984 interim period.

The

very limited pricing data that we have show underselling by
Venezuelan imports and domestic prices that are lower in 1984
than in 1982.
The domestic industry's shipments accounted for only 55.1
percent of U.S. consumption in the 1984 interim period.
compared to 69.9 percent in the same period of 1983.

In a

period when U.S. producers of line pipes and tubes lost market
share to foreign imports from a number of sources. it is very
likely that an increase in market share of 6.8 percentage
points for the allegedly unfair imports from Venezuela resulted
in material injury to the domestic industry.
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VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER LODWICK
Based upon the best information available to the Commission at
the time of the determination. I find that there is a reasonable
indication of material injury to the domestic industry by reason of
allegedly dumped imports of small circular welded carbon steel line
pipes from Venezuela.

Thus. though I concur with my colleaques in

deploring the low level of response to Commission inquiries by the
domestic industry. and particularly by the petitioners. I
nonetheless find in the affirmative.
The following paragraphs discuss the indications of injury and
causation.

I concur with the commission majority in the like

product determination.

Reasonable lndicatiop of Material Injury
Though for most indicators of the condition of the domestic
industry the Commission is forced to rely on questionnaire responses
which include only a minimal portion of the domestic industry. the
Commission does have generally accepted figures on agqregate
domestic shipments for the years 1981 through 1983 and partial years
January-September 1983 and 1984. and on imports covering the same
time periods except for 1981.

The data show that domestic shipments

over the most recent twelve months ending September. 1984 were only
56 percent. just over one half. of the level reached in 1981.
Further. the share of apparent consumption accounted for by domestic
shipments fell from roughly 65 percent in 1982 and 1983 to
approximately 55 percent during the 1984 interim period.
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The limited data obtained from questionnaire responses are
consistent with the adverse trends in domestic shipments.

In

particular. reported prices for domestic production in 1984 remain
well below levels reported for early 1982. capacity utilization
rates continue to be very low. and financial operating margins
remain minimal.
By Reason of Allegedly Dumped Imports
In assessing causation I considered the volume and trend of the
subject imports. the effect of imports on prices. and the impact of
imports on domestic producers.
in 1984.

Imports from Venezuela rose sharply

The volume of imports during January-September 1984

exceeded the volume during the comparable 1983 period by more than
fifteen fold.

As a result of this surge in imports. import

penetration measured as a share of apparent consumption climbed to
7.1 percent for the 1984 interim period.

Turning to price

considerations. importer's reported prices show that the Venezuelan
material· consistently undersold the

comp~rable

domestic product by

approximately one third.
The surge in imports from Venezuela occurred at a time when
domestic shipments were well below levels achieved in 1981 and
domestic shipments were declining as a share of apparent
consumption.

In addition. the consistent and substantial

underselling occurred at a time when prices were depressed from
early 1982 levels.

Based on the evidence previously presented. as

well as the overall record. I find that there is a reasonable
indication of material injury to the domestic industry by reason of
allegedly dumped imports of the subject product from Venezuela.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATIONS
Introduction
On December 18, 1984, counsel for the Committee on Pipe and Tube Imports
(CPTI) l/ filed antidumping petitions with the Commission and the U.S.
Department of Commerce. The petitions allege that an industry in the United
States is materially injured or is threatened with material injury by reason
of imports from Taiwan and Venezuela of certain welded carbon steel pipes and
tubes 2/ which are allegedly sold at less than fair value (LTFV).
Accordingly, effective December.18, 1984, the Commission instituted
antidumping investigations Nos. 731-TA-211 and 212 (Preliminary) under section
733 of the Tariff Act of 1930 to determine whether there is a reasonable
indication that an industry in the United Stat.es is materially injured, or is
threatened with material injury, or the establishment of an industry in the
United States is materially retarded, by reason of imports of such merchandise
into the United States. The statute directs that the Commission make its
determinations within 45 days after receipt of the_ petitions, or in these
cases, by February 1, 1984.
Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigations and of a
conference to be held in connection therewith was given by posting copies of
the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register of December 27, 1984 (49 F.R. 50316). ]/
On January 7, 1985, the Department of Commerce initiated antidumping
investigations to determine whether certain welded pipes and tubes from Taiwan
and Venezuela are being or are likely to be sold in the United States at less
than fair value. !!_/
~ ..• I

1/ The 23 member producers of the CPTI are Allied Tube and Conduit Corp.,
American Tube Co., Inc., Bernard Epps and Co., Bock Industries of Elkhart,
Indiana, Bull Moose Tube Co., Central Steel Tube Co., Century Tube Corp.,
Copperweld Tubing Group, Hughes Steel and Tube, Kaiser Steel Corp., Laclede
Steel Co., Maruichi American Corp., Maverick Tube Corp., Phoenix Steel Corp.,
Pittsburgh Tube Co., Sawhill division of Cyclops Corp., Sharon Tube Co.,
Southwestern Pipe, Inc., Tex-Tube division of Cyclops Corp., UNR-Leavitt,
Welded Tube Co. of America, Western Tube and Conduit, and Wheatland Tube Corp.
2/ With respect to the investigation involving imports from Taiwan, the term
"certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes" covers welded carbon steel pipes
and tubes of rectangular (including square) cross section, having a wall
thickness of less than 0.156 inch, provided for in item 610.4928 of the Tariff
Schedules of the United States Annotated (TSUSA) (item 610.4975 prior to
Apr. 1, 1984). For purposes of the investigation involving imports from
Venezuela, the term "certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes" refers to
welded carbon steel pipes and tubes of circular cross section, over 0.375 inch
but not over 16 inches in outside diameter, provided for in TSUSA items
610.3208, 610.3209, 610.3231, 610.3234, 610.3241, 610.3242, 610.3243,
610.3252, 610.3254, 610.3256, 610.3258, and 610.4925 (items 610.3208,
610.3209, 610.3231, 610.3232, 610.3241, 610.3244, and 610.3247 prior to
Apr. 1, 1984).
3/ A copy of the Commission's Federal Register notice is presented in app. A.
4/ A copy of the Department of Commerce's notice is presented in app. A.
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On January 8, 1985, the Commission held a public conference in connection
with these investigations. l/ The briefing and vote was held on
January 28, 1985.
Previous Commission Investigations
_ Several previous Commission investigations have dealt with some or all of
the pipes and tubes currently under investigation. 2/ Most recently, on
August 22, 1984, the Commission made a preliminary determination in
investigation No •. 701-TA-220 (Preliminary) that there was a reasonable
indication that an i~dustry in .the United States was materially injured by'
reason of allegedly subsidized imports of small circular.and light-walled
rectangular pipes anp tubes from Spain. 3/ In addition, in investigations
Nos. 731-TA..:..197 and 198 (Preliminary), 4/ the Commission found that there was '
a rea!3onable·indication that an industry in the United States was materially
injured by reasoµ of imports from Spain of small circular and light-walled·
rectangular pipes and tubes allegedly sold at LTFV, 5/ and by reason of
imports· from Brazil of small circular pipes and tubes allegedly sold at
LTFV. 6/ The light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes covered in these
previous investigations are the same as those currently under investigation.
However, the circular pipes and tubes in the present investigation involving
Venezuela cover a wider range of products than was included in the
investigations involving Spain and Brazil. On January 18, 1985, the
petitioner· withdrew the petitions relating to imports from Spain and requested
that the Commission's final investigations be terminated (investigation No.
701-TA-220 (Final) ~nd investigation No. 731-TA-198 (Final));
On June 12, 1984, the Commission found in investigation No. TA-201-51
(Carbon and certain alloy steel products) that, under section 201 .of the Trade·
Act of 1974, the domestic steel pipe and tube industry was experiencing
serious injury. 7/ However, the Commission determined that imports of certain
steel pipes and 'tubes were not being imported into the United States in such
1/ A list' of witnesses appearing at the conference is presented in app. B.
2/ A summary of pending Title VII investigations and outstanding dumping·and
countervailing orders covering pipe and tube products is presented in app. c.
3/ Chairwoman St.ern determined that an industry in the United States is·
materially· injured or threatened with material injury by reason of the subject_
imports. Vice Chairman Liebeler dissented in the determination on
light-walled rec.tangular pipes and tubes.
!!_/ Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from Brazil and Spain:
Determinations of the Commission in Investigations Noso 701-TA-220 and
731-TA-197 and 198 (Preliminary) • • • , USITC Publication 1569, Augu~t 1984.
5/ Chairwoman Stern determined that there was a reasonable indication that
an-industry in the United States is materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of the subject imports. Vice Chairman Liebeler
dissented in the determination on light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes.
6/ Chairwoman Stern determined that there was a reasonable indication that
an-industry in the United States is materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of the subject imports.
II Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Products: Report to the President on
Investigation No. TA-201-51. • • , USITC Publication 1553, July 1984.
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increased quantities as to be a substantial cause of serious injury, or threat
thereof, to the domestic industry producing articles like or directly
competitive with the imported articles. 1/ The steel pipes and tubes that
were the subject of the section 201 investigation included the welded carbon
steel pipes and tubes that are the subject of the instant investigations, as
well as other pipes and tubes that are not the subject of these investigations.
On April 17, 1984, the Commission determined in investigations Nos.
731-TA-131 and 132 (Final) 2/ that an industry in the United States was
materially injured by reason of imports from Korea and Taiwan of small
circular pipes and tubes that had been found by Commerce to be,sold in the
United States at LTFV. 3/ In addition, on the same date, the Commission
determined in investigation No. 731-TA-138 (Final) that an industry in the
United States was materially injured by reason of LTFV imports of light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes from Korea. 4/ The light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes which were the subject of the previous investigation are the
same products which are the subject of the current investigation involving
Taiwan. The investigation involving Venezuela covers other circular pipes and
tubes, as well as those covered in the previous investigations.
On February 8, 1983, the Commission determined that an industry in the
United States was materially injured by reason of imports of certain welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes that were found by Commerce to be subsidized by
the Government of Korea. 5/ 6/ That investigation covered certain circular
pipes and tubes (including American Petroleum Institute (API) line pipe) up to
16 inches in outside diameter, which includes most of the circular pipes and
tubes in the current investigation. LI
The Product
Description and uses
For the most part, the terms "pipes," "tubes," and "tubular products" can
be used interchangeably. In some industry publications, however, a
distinction is made between pipes and tubes. According to these publications,
pipes are produced in large quantities in a few standard sizes, whereas tubes
are made to customers' specifications regarding dimension, finish, chemical
1/ Commissioners Eckes and Rohr dissenting.
2/ Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of Korea
and Taiwan: Determinations of the Commission in Investigations Nos.
731-TA-131, 132, and 138 (Final) • • • , USITC Publication 1519, April 1984.
3/ Chairwoman Stern dissented in the determination on Korea. Vice Chairman
Liebeler and Commissioner Rohr did not participate in either of these
determinations.
4/ Chairwoman Stern dissented. Vice Chairman Liebeler and Commissioner Rohr
did not participate.
5/ Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from the Republic of Korea:
Determination of the Commission in Investigation No. 701-TA-168 (Final) • • • ,
USITC Publication 1345, February 1983.
6/ Chairwoman Stern dissented.
71 Unlike this or any of the other previous investigations, the current
investigation involving Veneuzela includes circular pipes and tubes with walls
thinner than 0.065 inch.
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composition, and mechanical properti -! .. , Pipes are norz,aily uF-ed as conduits
for liquids or gases, whereas tubes ar generally U':ed fo·~ load-bearing or
mechanical purposes. Nevertheless tuere is apparently no clear line of
demarcation in many cases between pipes and tubes,
Steel pipes and tube can be di•ided into two general categories
according to the method of manufacture--welded ~· seamless. Each catego~y can
be further subdivided by grades of steel: carbon heat-resisting, stainless,
or other alloy. This method of distinguishing between steel pipe and tube
product lines is one of several methods used by the industry. Pipes and tubes
typically come in circular, square, or rectangular cross section.
The American Iron & Steel Institute (AISI) distinguishes among the
various types of pipes and tubes according to six end uses: standard pipe,
line pipe, structural pipe and tubing, mechanical tubing, pressure tubing, and
oil country tubular goods l/
Steel pipes and tube are generally produc.d according to standards and
specifications published b a number of o~ganizations, including the American
Society for Testing & Mater.ala (ASTM), the American Society of Mechanical
En ineers, and the American Petroleum Institute (API). Comparable
~rganizations in Japan, West Germany, the United Kingdom, the U.b.E.R., and
other countries have a,;.so developed standard specifications for steel pipes
and tubes.
The imported pipe and tube products which ar~ "he &ubject of these
investigations are the following welded cad1on ste "!l products.
(1) Rectangular (including squa.cej ; 1 ~1,te,: u;rbon tlLeel
pipes and tubes having a wall thicknee:s . 4:f less than 0.156
inch, hereinafter refe~=ed to as ~igh~··~~lled rectangular
pipes and tubes. This product is the subject of the
investigation on Taiwan and is supplied in rectangles
ranging from 0.375 x 0.625 inch to 4 x 8 inches and in
0.375 to 6-inch squdres. It is employed in a variety of
end uses not involving the conveyance of liquid or gas,
such as agricultural equipment frame2 and parts and
furniture parts. The product is gen,;,:ally produced to
ASTM spec:ffication A-513 or specifi"ation A-500, Grade A,
and is commonly referred to in the industry as mechanical
or ornamental tubing.
( 2) Circular welded c : rbo·,. ste~l 1 ·: pes and tubes over
0.375 inch but not over l;~ inches in o tside diameter,
which are the subj .ct of t :ie invest: ga' ion on Vene~uela,
are known in the in~ustry as standard and line pipes and
tubes. (a) Standard pipes and tubes are in~ended for the
low-pressure conveyance of :ater, steam, natural gas, air,
and other liquids and gases in plumbing .-.nd heating

!/ For a full description of these items, see Certain Welded Carbon Steel
Pipes and Tubes fro~ the Republic of K xea. Determination of the Commission
in Investigation No. 701-TA 168 (Firal)
., USITC Publication 1345,
February' l 983.

~~~~~....-..~~~~~~~~~~-----~--~~--
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systems, air-conditioning units, automatic sprinkler
systems, and other related uses. They may also be used
for light load-bearing or mechanical applications, such as
for fence tubing. These steel pipes and tubes may carry
fluids at elevated temperatures and pressures but may not
be subjected to the application of external heat. They
are most commonly produced to ASTM specifications A-120,
A-53, and A-135. (b) Line pipes and tubes are used for
the transportation of gas, oil, or water, generally in
pipeline or utility distribution systems. They are most
commonly produced to API specification SL.
Manufacturing processes
Welded steel pipes and tubes are made by forming flat-rolled steel into a
tubular configuration and welding it along the joint axis. There are various
ways to weld pipes and tubes: the most popular are the electric resistance
weld (ERW), the continuous weld (butt weld) (CW), the submerged-arc weld, and
the spiral weld. Submerged-arc weld and spiral weld are normally used to
produce pipes and tubes of relatively large diameter. The circular pipes and
tubes presently under investigation are generally produced either by the ERW
or CW processes, whereas the rectangular pipes and tubes are produced only by
the ERW process. l/ All pipes and tubes are formed and welded in a
cylindrical configuration. Immediately after welding, the product may be
reduced in diameter by rolling or stretch reducing or may be further formed
into squares, rectangles, or other shapes by using forming rolls.
In the ERW process, skelp 2/ is cold-formed by tapered rolls into a
cylinder. The weld is formed when the joining edges are heated to
approximately 2,600° F. Pressure exerted by rolls squeezes the heated edges
together to form the weld. ERW mills produce both pipe in standard sizes and
tubular products between 0.375 and 24 inches in outside diameter.
In the CW process, skelp is heated to approximately 2,600° F and
hot-formed into a cylinder. The heat, inlcombination with the pressure of the
rolls, forms the weld. Continuous-weld mills generally produce the higher
volume, standardized pipe products from 0.375 through 4.5 inches in outside
diameter.
The advantage of the CW process lies in its ability to produce pipe at
speeds up to 1,200 feet per minute compared with the ERW process maximum of
approximately 110 feet per minute. Thus, economies associated with
high-volume production may make CW pipe cheaper to produce than ERW pipe of
.:.

1/ Transcript of the public conference in investigations Nos. 731-TA-131 and
132 (Preliminary), pp. 52 and 53.
2/ Skelp is a flat-rolled, intermediate product used as the raw material in
the manufacture of pipes and tubes. It is typically an untrimmed band of hotor cold-rolled sheet.
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the same grade and specification. 1/ The CW process is especially suited for
the manufacture of standardized, high-volume, small-diameter pipe products,
such as the ASTM .A-120 circular pipe now under investigation.
Standard and line pipe can be produced on the same equipment. The
principal differences between the two are that line pipe is made from a higher
grade steel and requires additional testing. 2/ Line pipe may have a higher
content of carbon and manganese than is permissible for standard pipe, whereas
standard pipe may have a higher content of phosphorus and sulfur than is
permissible for line pipe. Requirements concerning chemical and mechanical
properties for API line pipe and ASTM standard pipe differ for the various
specifications and grades of each.· There are at least 10 grades of API 5L
line pipe compared with 2 grades of AS~ A-53 and A-135 standard pipe and 1
grade of ASTM A-120 standard pipe. Of the circular pipe and tube products
covered by the investigation on Venezuela, API 5L line pipe must undergo the
greatest amount of testing, followed by ASTM A-53, A-135, and A~l20 standard
pipe. With respect to pipe sizes, wall thicknesses for standard and line pipe
are similar in the smaller diameters but are more divergent in the larger
diameters! 11
U.S. tariff treatment
Imports of the subject light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from
Taiwan are covered by TSUSA item 610.4928, which includes-welded nonalloy
steel p.ipes and tubes of cross sections other than circular, having a wall
thickness less than 0.156 inch. As of January 1, 1985, the most-favorednation (MFN) (column 1) rate of duty for TSUS item 610.49 was 8.8 percent ad
valorem! 4/ As a. result of tariff concessions granted in the Tokyo round,
this rate-is to be reduced in stages until January 1, 1987, when it .will r·each
its final negotiated rate of 8 percent ad valorem.
Imports of the circular pipes and tubes covered by the investigation on
Venezuela are classified under TSUSA items 610.3208, 610.3209, 610.3231,
610.3234, 610.3241, 610.3242, 610.3243, 610.3252, 610.3254, 610.3256,
610.3258, and 610.4925, which cover welded pipes and tubes (and blanks
therefor 2_/) ·of iron (except cast iron) or of nonalloy (carbon) steel, of
l/ On the other hand, the ERW process has gained increased popularity with
U.S. producers of small-diameter pipe and tube products in recent years
because it requires significantly less energy per pipe produced, as only the
joining edges of the product are heated, creating a weld of comparatively high
integrity within the product specification. Also, it can be used to produce
pipes in sizes up to 24 inches in outside diameter, compared with the 4.5-inch
maximum outside diameter usually attainable in the CW process.
2/ Transcript of the public conference, p. 17.
J/ Transcript of the public conference, p. 31.
4/ Column· 1 rates of duty are applicable to imported products from all
countries except those Communist countries and areas enumerated in general
headnote 3(f) of the TSUSA. The column 2 duty rate is 25 percent ad valorem
and the Least Developed Developing Countries (LDDC) rate is.8 percent ad
valorem. Imports from beneficiary countries are not eligible for duty-free
entry under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) or the Caribbean Basin
Initiative (CBI).
5/ Blanks are semifinished pipe or tube hollows which are purchased by
producers and further processed.
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circular cross section, having an outside diameter over 0.375 inch but not
more than 16 inches. During the Tokyo round of the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations (MTN), the MFN rate of duty for TSUS item 610.32 was changed from
0.3 cent per pound to 1.9 percent ad valorem, effective January 1, 1982. 1/
This MFN rate of duty is the final rate negotiated in the Tokyo round, with no
further changes or reductions scheduled.
Nature and Extent of Alleged Sales at LTFV
The petitioner alleges that imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes from Taiwan and imports of· standard and line pipes and tubes from
Venezuela are being sold in the United States at LTFV. In calculating the
LTFV margins from Taiwan, the petition updated home-market pricing information
obtained in the earlier pipe and tube investigations involving Korea and
Taiwan. This information was updated on the basis of wholesale price indices
published by the Taiwan Government. An average home market price of $517 per
short ton was calculated. This price was then compared to the U.S. purchase
price, which was determined by using the average unit value of imports from
Taiwan as derived from Department of Commerce statistics. This results in an
alleged dumping margin of 58.6 percent.
In order to calculate the dumping margins for circular pipes and tubes
imported from Venezuela, the petitioner obtained home-market pricing
information for two major Venezuelan exporters and compared this with the U.S.
purchase price, which was determined from import statistics of the Department
of Commerce. The average home-market price of standard pipes and tubes was
calculated at $388.56 per short ton, resulting in an estimated dtimping margin
of 22.7 percent. API line pipe up to 4.5 inches in outside diameter was
calculated to have an average home-market price of $510.22 and an alleged
dumping margin of 65.5 percent. API line pipe over 4.5 inches and up to 16
inches in outside diameter, with an estimated average home-market price of
$495.25, is alleged to have a 77.2 percent dumping margin.
The Domestic Market
U.S. consumption
U.S. consumption of light-walled rectangular, standard, and line pipes
and tubes generally followed the same pattern during the period covered by the
investigations. Consumption of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes
increased from 146,289 short tons in 1981 to 178,736 short tons in 1983, or by
22.2 percent (table 1). Data for January-September 1984 show a 33.7 percent
increase over the corresponding period of 1983. Standard pipes and tubes
showed an 11 percent increase in consumption between 1982 and 1983, rising
from 1.8 million short tons to almost 2.0 million short tons. During
January-September 1984, consumption was 1.8 million short tons, 24.7 percent
higher than during January-September 1983. Consumption of line pipes and
tubes, which declined 10.9 percent between 1982 and 1983, rose 59.4 percent to
1/ The column 2 rate of duty is 5.5 percent ad valorem. There is no LDDC
rate or duty-free entry under the GSP. These articles are, however, eligible
for duty-free entry under the CBI.
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Table !.--Certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
domestic shipments, imports for consumption, and apparent U.S.
consumption, 1981-83, January-September 1983, and January-September 1984.

Item and period

(In short tons)
Shipments

Light-walled rectangular:
1981----------------------------:
1982----------------------------:
1983----------------------------:
January-September-1983--------------------------:
1984--------------------------:
Standard:
1981----------------------------:
1982----------------------------:
1983----------------------------:
January-September-1983--------------------------:
1984--------------------------:
Line:

Imports

Consumption

44,372
54,064
80,382

146,289
139,830
178,736

68,534
80,868

56,474
86,235

125,008
167,103

1,823,363
937,120
795,099

843,919
1,181,652

1,781,039
1,976,751

592,982
563,958

826,664
1,206,515

1,419,646
1, 770,473

1983----~-----------------------:

1,166,991
593,384
549,355

1/
334,362
277 ,077

1/
927,746
826,432

January-September-1983--------------------------:
1984--------------------------:

407,943
512,058

175,448
417,598

583,391
929,656

1981------~------------------~--:

1982----------------------------:

101,917
85,766
98,354

...

y

!I

];_/ Import data for these product lines for 1981 are not available because
these items were included in basket categories of the TSUSA prior to January
1982.
Source: Domestic shipments for light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes
were compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission; domestic shipments for standard and line pipes
and tubes were compiled from AISI data; imports were compiled from official
statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
929,656 short tons in January-September 1984, compared with 583,391 short tons
in the corresponding period of 1983.
Channels of distribution
In the U.S. market, sales of the pipes and tubes that are the subject of
these investigations are made directly to end users or to steel service
centers/distributors, which in turn sell to end users. The bul~ of shipments
are typically sold to service centers/distributors; ];_/ however, line pipe over
1/ Transcript of the public conference in investigations Nos. 731-TA-131 and
132 (Preliminary), pp. 79 and 86.
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4 inches in outside diameter is often sold directly to end users. Service
centers/distributors are middlemen that buy large quantities of pipes and
tubes, usually from both domestic producers and importers, warehouse the
product, and sell smaller quantities to end users. The service
centers/distributors may also have some simple finishing equipment, such as
equipment to cut pipe to lengths or to thread and couple it. According to
AISI data for 1983, service centers/distributors accounted for 68 percent of
domestic shipments of standard pipe, 28 percent of shipments of line pipe, and
19 percent of mechanical tubing shipments. 1/ Major markets in which
shipments were made directly to end users in 1983 were the oil and gas and
electrical equipment industries for standard pipe, the oil and gas industry
for line pipe, and the machinery, industrial equipment, and tools industry for
mechanical tubing.
In the public conference on these investigations, an industry
representative reported that during the last 10 years, imported pipe has been
sold through a distribution system distinct from that used for the sale of
domestic pipe. Foreign pipe is sold by a separate group of distributors that
maintain multi-location stocking depots and carry pipe imported from various
foreign sources. This imported pipe is then sold to wholesale plumbing and
heating jobbers and pipe valves and fittings jobbers, the same customers (end
users) to which the domestic product is sold. !/
U.S. Producers
Welded carbon steel pipe and tube producers may be divided into two
types: large, fully integrated producers, which make raw steel and produce a
variety of steel products, and smaller; nonintegrated or partially integrated
producers, which concentrate on fewer product lines. The integrated
producers, which include LTV Steel Corp., United States Steel Corp., and
Armco, Inc., 3/ concentrate production in the high-volume standardized pipe
products. Armco is the only integrated producer of light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes. The nonintegrated producers manufacture the low-volume, more
specialized tubular products as well as the high-volume products.
There are approximately 24 domestic producers of light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes, 50 producers of standard pipes and tubes, and 15 producers of
.line pipes and tubes. Production is concentrated in the East, where the
integrated producers are located. The largest U.S producers of the welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes that are the subject of these investigations, as
compiled from questionnaires submitted to the Commission during these
investigations, are shown in table 2.
l/ AISI data are not available on the basis of si~e or shape.

2! Transcript of the public conference, pp. 17-18.

3/ Another integrated producer, Bethlehem, permanently closed its pipe and
tube operations, which were located at Sparrows Point, MD, effective Apr. 30,
1983. A nonintegrated producer, Merchants Metals, Inc., ceased producing the
small circular and light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes in January-March
1984. LTV Steel recently announced that it was closing indefinitely two pipe
mills at Aliquippa, PA.
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Table 2.--Certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes: Selected
producers' shares of domestic shipments, by product lines, 1983

Producers

(In percent)
Light-walled
rectangular
:pipes and tubes

CPTI member firms:
* *
* * *------------------------~:
* * *---~---------------------:
* *
* *
* * *
* *
* *
All other---------------~-----:
Subtotal--------------------:
Non CPTI firms:
**
All other---------------------:
Total-----------------------:

*-------------------------:

*-------------------------:
*-------------------------:
1/----------------------:
*-------------------------:
*-------------------------:
*-------------------------:
1/

Standard
pipes and
tubes

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
86.8

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
67.5

***
***
100.0

***
***
100.0

!!./

Line
pipes and
tubes

];/

!!.I

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
8.0
***
***
100.0

1/ * * *·

2/ * * *·
3/ Total domestic shipments are based on questionnaire data from the
previous investigations involving Korea and Taiwan.
!!_/ Total domestic shipments are based on AISI data.
Source: Compi.led from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission and from AISI data.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
U.S. Importers
The net import file maintained by the U.S. Customs Service identified 32
importers of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan during the
period October 1982 to September 1984. The largest importer during
January-September 1984, with*** percent of total imports, was***· * *.*
is * * *· * * * (* * * percent) and * * * (* * * percent) were the second and
third largest importers during this period.
The net import file showed 11 importers of circular pipes and tubes from
Venezuela between October 1982 and September 1984. * * *, 1/ was the major
importer during the 1984 period, accounting for * * * percent of imports. The
only ~ther sizable importer was * * *, which took a * * * percent share of
total imports during January-September 1984.

!/ * * *·
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The Taiwan Industry
According to data· obtained during the course of these investigations, at
one major Taiwan steel producer, Yieh Hsing Enterprise Co., is currently
produ~ing light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes. 1/
There are also two
small producers, Vulcan Industrial Corp. and Far East Machinery Corp.
(FEMCO). 2/ Yieh Hsing is reported to account for the largest share of
Taiwan's exports of these products, estimated to be less than 10,000 short
tons at present. 3/ Counsel for Yieh Hsing was asked to provide data on
Taiwan's production, capacity, capacity utilization, and home-market and
export sales of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes, but such data have
not as yet been provided.
lea~t

The Venezuelan Industry
According to counsel for the Venezuelan producer CA Conduven, this
company was the sole exporter of the standard and line pipes and tubes under
investigation. 4/ Conduven's capacity for producing these products***
percent from *
* short tons in 1981 to * * * short tons in 1983, while
production * * * percent from * * * short tons in 1982 to * * * short tons in
1983, before * * * to * * * short tons during January-September 1984 (table 3).
Conduven's capacity utilization rate * * * from * * * percent in 1982 to * * *
percent in 1983 before * * * to * * * percent during January-September 1984.
Domestic shipments * * * from * *
short tons in 1981 to * * * ·short tons in
1982, before * * * to * * * short tons in 1983 and * * * short tons during
January-September 1984. Exports to the United States * * * percent from * * *
short tons in 1981 to * * * short tons in 1983, and then * * * short tons
during January-September 1984. Exports to South America * * * after 1982,
from * * * short tons to * * * short tons in January-September 1984.

*

*

1/ According to the petitioner, Kao Hsing Chang Iron and Steel Corp. (KHC),
a major Taiwan producer of circular pipes and tubes, is also producing the
light-walled rectangular product (petition at p. 12). However, counsel for
Yieh Hsing told the Commission staff that KHC advised that it does not make
rectangular pipes and tubes. Post-conference brief for Yieh Hsing at p. 4
states that KHC has no exports of the subject pipes and tubes.
2/ Based on discussions with Department of Commerce staff.
J/ Post-conference brief of Yieh Hsing at p. 3.
4/ Counsel for Conduven reports that Union Industrial Venezolana SA, named
by-the petitioners as a Venezuelan producer and exporter of the PJOducts under
investigation, does not export pipes and tubes to the United States
(Transcript at p. 41).
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Table 3.--Standard and line pipes and tubes: Conduven's capacity,
production, export sales, and home-market sales, 1981-83, JanuarySeptember 1983, and January-September 1984

Item

1981

1982

1983

.:January-September
1983

Capacity-------------short tons--:
Production-----------------do---:
Capacity utilization----percent--: .
Domestic shipments---short tons-:
Exports to-United States------------do---:
South America------------do----:
Total------------------------:
Source:

1984

***:
***:
***:
***:

***:
***:
***:
***:

***:
***:
***:
***:

***:
*1'*:
***:
***:

***
***
***
***

***:
***:
***:

***:
***:
***:

***:
***:
***:

***:
***:

***
***
***

**~:

Compiled from data provided by counsel for CA Conduven.
The Question of Material Injury

The Commission sent questionnaires to 25 producers of the pipes and tubes
subject to these investigations. Of the 17 CPTI members that were sent
questionnaires, 12 submitted usable information. 1/ Only two non-CPTI-member
firms returned their questionnaires in time ~o be-included in this report.
The firms responding to the questionnaires are estimated to account for 86.8;
67.5, and * * * percent of domestic shipments of light-walled rectangular,
standard, and line pipes and tubes, respectively. l:./
Because few producers reported production of pipes and tubes over 4.5
inches in outside diameter, and because most who did were unable to separate
their data by size, there are no size groupings for most of the data on
standard and line pipes and tubes presented in this report. Only * * ~
reported production of both standard and line pipe. 3/ Only * * * reporting
production of * * * was able to break out its data by size (over and under 4.5
inches). Of the 12 companies reporting production of standard pipes and
tubes, only * * *, and only three manufactured standard pipes and tubes with
·an outside diameter greater than 4.5 inches and not more 16 inches.
Several respondents were unable to provide usable employment and
income-and-loss data, largely because of an inability to provide data by
1/ Much ''of the information concerning light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes in this section was obtained during the course of investigation
No. 701-TA-220 on certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes from Spain.
Seven producers, all CPTI members, provided data on light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes in that investigation. Additional information was requested
from these producers in the current investigation to supplement· the data
already available. * * *·
2/ The figure for line p.ipes and tubes * * *.

. 3/

* * *·
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product lines. As a result, the data in those sections of the report are
understated relati~e to data contained in other sections.
U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization
As shown in table 4, U.S, pro<tuction of light-walled rectangular pipes
and tubes declined 18.7 percent from 101,812 short tons in 1981 to 82,804
short tons in 1982, then rose 18.5 percent to 98,109 short tons in 1983.
Capacity utilization fell from 68.2 percent in 1981 to 53.4 percent in 1982,
then climbed to 61.3 percent in .1983. Capacdt;y utilization was 69.0 percent
during January-September 1984, versus 63.7 parc~~t in the corresponding period
of 1983.
~.
Table 4.--certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes: U.S. production,
-capacity, 1/ and capacity utilization, 2/ by product lines, 1981-·83,
January-Septem~er 1983, and January-Septembe.1' ~984
. ./i

.

Item

:January-September
·~~~~~~~~~

1982

1981

.

.

.

101,812: 82,804: 98,109:
149,254: 155,054: 160,124:
61.3:
68.2:
53.4:
•
:
597,219: 474,880: 535,886:
806,956: 81°5,9,32: 877 ,002:
64.8:
78.9:
6.2.0:

Light-walled' rectangular:
Production-------w-short tons-:
Capacity-----------------do----:
Capacity utilization--percent--:
Standard:
Production---~---short tons--:
Capacity-----------------do----:
Capacity utilization--percent--:
Line: 3/
Production---------short tons-:
Capacity-----~-----------do----:

Capacity utilization--percent--:

1983

1984

70,010: 84,411
109,851: 122,291
63.7:
69.0

..

.

...

411,625: 447,870
658,954: 689,229
70.l
66.5:

,...

***·s
***·

***:
***:
***:

***s
***:
***:

***:
***:
***:

I

:

:

:

***:

.

***

•••••
***

1/ Practical capacity was defined ·as fhe'greatest level of output a plant·
can achieve within the framework of a r~alistic work pattern. Producers were
asked to consider, among other factors, a nor,mal product mix and an expansion
of operations that could be reasonably sttaiQe.d in their industry and locality
in setting capacity in terms of the num~er of sh!fts ..anci h,ou~s ()f ·plant ·
operation.
· · .:.-- ]:_/ Production by firms which could not provide data on capacity is excluded
from the calculations. Capacity of firms unable to provide production data is
also excluded.

11

* * *·

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to
U.S. International Trade Commission.

····'

..·.

quest~onnai.res

of the
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Reported U.S. production of standard pipes and tubes, over 99 percent of
which was not over 4.5 inches in outside diameter, declined overall between
1981 and 1983, from 597,219 short tons to 535,886 short tons, or by 10.3
percent. Data for the first nine months of 1984 showed an 8.8 percent
increase over the first nine months of 1983. However, capacity to produce
standard pipes and tubes showed a steady increase during the period, from
806,956 short tons in 1981 to 877,002 short tons in 1983. This rising trend
continued during January-September 1984. Capacity utilization, which peaked
during the investigative period at 78.9 percent in 1981, was 64.8 percent in
1983. This improved to 70.l percent during January-September 1984.
Although production of line pipe * * * by slightly more than * * *
percent from 1981 to 1982, it*** percent in.1983. The level of production
in January-September 1984, at * * * short tons, was * * * percent * * * the
* * * short tons produced during full year 1983. Capacity utilization for the
1984 interim period was * * * percent * * * than the * * * percent for all of
1983 but still * * * the 1981 level of * * * percent.
shows

The tabulation which follows was compiled from questionnaire data, and
* * *·

*

*

*

*

*

*

:January-September
Item

1981

1982

1983
1983

Capacity-------------short tons--:
Production-----------------do----:
Domestic shipments---------do----:
Export shipments-----------do----:

***:
***:
***:
***:

***:
***:
***:
***:

***:
***:
***:
***:

***:
***:
***:
***:

1984
***
***
***
***

U.S. producers' shipments and exports
U.S. producers' shipments of all three product lines declined overall
from 1981 to 1983 (table 5). ·Domestic shipments of light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes fell 3.5 percent from 1981 to 1983, from 101,917 short tons in
1981 to· 85,766 short tons in 1982 before rising to 98,354 short tons in 1983.
Standard pipe and tube shipments fell 56.4 percent, from 1.8 million short ·
tons to 795,099 short tons over the same period. Line pipe also experienced a
steady decline in shipments, from 1.2 million short tons in 1981 to 549,355
short tons in 1983, a 52.9 percent drop. January-September 1984 data for
light-walled rectangular and line pipes and tubes show higher shipment levels
than do those for the corresponding period of 1983. Shipments of standard
pipes and tubes through September 1984 were 4.9 percent lower than shipments
through September 1983.
Only * * * reported exports during the period of investigation. These
exports * * * during the period, from * * * short tons in 1981 to * * ,* short
tons in January-September 1984. Exports of * * ~' * * * percent, from* * *
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Table 5.--Certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
domestic shipments and exports, by product lines, 1981-83, JanuarySeptember 1983, and January-September 1984
(In short tons)
~January-September

Item

1981

1982

1983
1983

Domestic shipments:
Light-walled rectangular------: · 101,917: 85,766: 98,354:
Standard----------------------:1,823,363: 937,120: 795,099:
Line--------------------------:1,166,991: 593,384: 549,355:
Exports:
* * *-------------------------:
***:
***:
***:
***:
***:
***:
* * *-------------------------:

1984

68,534: 80,868
592,982: 563,958
407,943: 512,058
***:
***:

***
***

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission, with the exception of domestic shipments
of standard and line pipes and tubes, which were compiled from AISI data.
short tons in 1981 to * * * short tons in 1983. Exports for the first nine
months of 1984 were * * * percent * * * the comparable period of 1983. There
were * * *
U.S. producers' inventories
End-of-period inventories reported by producers of light-walled
rectangular pipes and tubes declined in each year from 1981-to 1983, in
contrast to inventories of standard and line pipes and tubes, which declined
in 1982 and then rose in 1983 (table 6). All three product lines showed lower
inventories at yearend 1983 than at yearend 1981, with inventories of
light-walled rectangular and line pipes and tubes both* * * their 1981·
levels, and inventories of standard pipes and tubes 7.3 percent lower in 1983
than in 1981. Inventories of light-walled rectangular, standard, and line
pipes and tubes increased from September 30, 1983, to September 30, 1984, by
28.9 percent, 11.4 percent, and•·•* percent, respectively.
Inventories of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes as a percentage
of domestic shipments decreased from 8.9 percent in 1981 to ·s.7 percent in
1983, and then increased to 7.2 percent for January~September 1984. The ratio
of inventories to shipments for standard pipes and tubes was slightly higher
in 1983 at 13.0 percent than in 1981, when it was 12.6 percent. By
January-September 1984, inventories were 12.0 percent of shipments. For line
pipes and tubes, the ratio of inventories. to shipments ~as * * * percent in
1983, * * * than the 1981 ratio of * * * percent. During January-September
1984, inventories of line pipes and tubes as a percentage of domestic.
shipments were * * * percent, somewhat * * * than the * * * percent reported
for the corresponding period of 1983.
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Table 6.--Certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes: U.S. producers'
inventories, by product lines, 1981-83, January-September 1983, and
January-September 1984
:January-September
Item

1981

1982

1983
1983

Light-walled rectangular:
Inventories--------short tons--:
Ratio of inventories to
shipments .!/--------percent--:
Standard:
Inventories-------short tons--:
Ratio of inventories to
shipments .!/-------percent--:
Line:
Inventories-----..:.---short tons-:
Ratio of inventories to
shipoents .!/--------percent--:

9,045:

5,969:

5,590:

8.9:

7.0:

5.7:

75,332:

67,279:

69,833:

12.6:

14.1:

13.0:

***:

***:

***:

***:

***:

***:

1984

7,799

6,052:

21

6.6: 21

54,551:

II

11.8:

7.2

60,795

II

12.0

***:
21

***

***: 21 ***

l/ Based on shipments data submitted by questionnaire respondents.
2/ Annualized.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

r.s.

employment

Because of the low questionnaire response rate, table 7 presents
employment data for only light-walled rectangular and standard pipes and
tubes. ll. Employment of production and related workers producing light-walled
rectang~lar pipes and tubes rose 62.7 percent from 51 in 1981 to 83 in 1983.
In contrast, over the same period, employment of such workers in the
production of standard pipes and tubes fell 20.2 percent, from 905 to 722
workers. J./
Hours worked by production and related workers in the production of
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes were up 52.2 percent between 1981 and
l 9S3. Total wages paid and total compensation inc·reased by 40. 9 percent and
~2.3 percent, respectively, during the same period.
In the January-September
periods, hours worked, wages paid, and total compensation were all at least 25
percent higher in 1984 than in 1983. Productivity, which declined from 1981
to 1983, remained at the 1983 level of 0.26 tons per hour in JanuarySeptember 1984.
1/ A number of firms that produced more than one of the products covered by
these investigations could not provide separate employment data by product
line. These include * * * producers accounting for 55.9 percent of domestic
shipoents of the light-walled rectangular product in 1983, * * * producers
accounting for 14.7 percent of 1983 shipments of the standard product, and
* * * producers accounting for 8.0 percent of shipments of the line product· in
1983.
II The only firm * * *
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Table 7.--Average number of production and related workers engaged ·in the
manufacture of certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes, hours worked
by such workers, 1/ wages paid, total compensation, and output per hour, by
product lines, 1981-83, January-September 1983, and January-September 1984

.January-September
..
0

Item

1981

1982

1983

1983
:.
Light-walled rectangular:
Number of workers--------------:
51:
Hours worked------1,000 hours--:
92:
Wages paid------1,000 dollars--:
900:
Total compensation-------do----:
1,098:
Output per hour----short tons~:
0.335:
Standard:
Number of workers--------------:
905:
Hours worked------1,000 hours--:
2,861:
Wages paid------1,000 dollars--: 30,894:
Total compensation-------do----: 38,188:
Output per hour----short tons--:
0.162:

1984

57:
101:
1,046:
1,290:
0.259:

83:
140:
1,268:
1,562:
0.255:

82:
105:
948:
1,186:
0.261:

91
134
1,266
1,563
0.255

776:
2,243:
26,529:
39,586:
0.161:

722:
2,341:
26,614:
34,259:
0.176:

669:
1,827:
20,433:
26,389:
0.178:

649
1,860
21,285
27,722
0.192

!/Excludes data for firms which accounted for 55.9 and 14.7 percent of
reported domestic shipments of light-walled rectangular and standard pipes and
tubes, respectively, in 1983.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
For workers engaged in the production of standard pipes and tubes, hours
worked declined 21.6 percent between 1981 and 1982, then rose by 4.4 percent
in 1983. Only slight improvement was shown during January-September 1984.
Wages paid to such workers followed a similar pattern. Total compensation;
however, did the reverse, rising 3.7 percent between 1981 and 1982, and
declining 13.5 percent in 1983. Output per hour increased through
September 1984 after a small decline in 1982.
Financial experience of U.S. producers
Nine U.S. concerns furnished usable income-and-loss data concerning their
operations producing various types of welded carbon steel pipes and tubes.
Three of these nine producers accounted for * * * percent of industry
shipments of light-walled rectangular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes in
1983, five of the nine concerns accounted for 50.9 percent of domestic
shipments of standard circular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes in 1983,
and two of the nine concerns accounted for * * * percent of domestic shipments
of welded carbon steel line pipes and tubes in 1983. !/
!/

* * *·

However,

***

is included in the data presented for that product.
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Overall establishment operations.--Eight of the nine responding producers
furnished usable income-and-loss data relative to their overall establishment
operations. 1/ Total establishment net sales declined from $756 million in
1981 tp $620-million and $622 million in 1982 and 1983, respectively
(table 8). During the interim periods ending September 30, net sales
increased from $499 million in 1983 to $595 million in 1984, a gain of 19
percent. The eight firms reported operating income margins of 6."9 percent,
3.6 percent, and 4.8 percent in 1981, 1982, and 1983, respectively. The
interim 1983 operating income margin was equal to 4.3 percent of net sales,
compared with 5.0 percent in interim 1984.
Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes.--Three of the reporting firms
supplied income-and-loss data relative to their light-walled rectangular pipe
and tube operations (table 9). The three firms accounted for * * * percent of
domestic shipments of this product in 1983. Net sales * * * from * * * in
1981 to * * * in 1983, a * * * of * * * percent. During the interim periods
ended September 30, net sales * * * from * * * in 1983 to * * * in 1984, * * *
percent. 2/ The reporting firms * * *, or * * * percent of net sales, in
1981, but-* * * in subsequent periods. The 1982 * * * amounted to * * *, or
* * * percent of net sales, and the 1983 * * * was * * *, or * * * percent of
net sales. The interim 1983 * * * was * * * or * * * percent of net sales,
compared with * * *, or * * * percent of net sales, in interim 1984.
Standard pipes and tubes.--Five producers furnished usable incomeand-loss data concerning their standard pipe and tube operations (table 10).
The five firms accounted for 50.9 percent of domestic shipments of this
product in 1983. Net sales declined irregularly from $278 million in 1981 to
$256 million in 1983, a drop of 8 percent. During the interim periods, net
sales grew from $219 million in 1983 to $249 million in 1984, a 14 percent
increase. Operating income fell from $26.3 million in 1981 to $14.4 million
in 1982 but then rebounded to $20.2 million in 1983. Operating income margins
in 1981, 1982, and 1983 were 9.5 percent, 6.2 percent, and 7.9 percent,
respectively. Operating income continued to climb during interim 1984, rising
to $18.0 million, or 7.3 percent of net sales, compared with an operating
income of $15.9 million, or 7.3 percent of net sales, in the corresponding
period of 1983. All five of the responding firms operated profitably in each
of the reporting periods.
Line pipes and tubes.--* * * of the * * * line pipe and tube producers
which furnished usable income-and-loss data accounted for * * * percent of the
domestic shipments of this product in 1983. Net sales of line pipes and tubes
* * * annually from* * * in 1981 to * * * in 1983, * * * percent (table 11).
During the interim periods ending September 30, sales * * * from * * * in 1983
to * * * in 1984, a * * * of * * * percent. In the aggregate, the * * *
reporting producers operated * * * in each of the reporting periods. However,
* * * from 1981 to 1983, * * * from * * * in 1981 to * * * in 1982, and to
1/ One other concern supplied income-and-loss data concerning its total
company operations. However, sales of carbon steel pipes and tubes accounted
for an insignificant share of its total company net sales in each year during
1981-83.
1./ Only 2 of the 3 firms supplied interim income-and-loss data.

Table. 8--Income-and-loaa experience of 8 U.S. producers 1/ on the overall operations of their eatabliahmenta vithin
vhich light-valled re·ctangular, standard, and line pipes and tubes are produced, 1981-83, and interim periods
ending Sept. 30, 1983, and Sept. 30, 1984

Item

1981

1982

1983

Interim period to
Se2t. Jo.-- 2/
1983

620,430
Net aale~-------------~------------------------------1,000 dollars--: 756,395
Coat of goods aold-------------------------------------~------do----: 648!207
540!695
Grose income--------------------------------------------------do----: 108,188
79. 735
General, aellfng, and admfnfatratfve expenaea------------~----do----:
551769
57 l 662
52,419
22 ,073
Operating inc~me----------------------------------------------do----:
Depreciation and amortfzation---------------------------------do----:
6,763
61372
Cash flov from operations-------------------------------------do----:
28,836
58. 7 91
Ratio to net sales:
:·
Croes income--------------~------------------------------percent--:
14.3
12. 9
Operating income--------~-----~------~----------------------do----:
6.9
3.6
85.7
Coat of goods sold------------------------------------------do----:
87.1
General, aelllng, and adminiatrative expenaea---------------do----:
7.4
9.3
37.4
S~~ndard pipes and tubes net ealee--------------------------do----:
36.8
Lfne pfpee and tubes net aalee------------------------------do----:
10.8
6.3
Light-veiled rectangular pipes and tubes net aalea----------do----:
1. 7
1.0

1/

!I

621,576
5311343
90,233
601143
30,090
7!995
38,085
14.5
4.8
85.5
9.7
41. l
4.8
0. 8.:

499,432
425!386

1984

521342
21,704
6 1 690
28,394

595,143
509!725
85. 418
551958
29. 460
71199
36,659

14,8
4.3
85.2
10.5
43,8
3.9
0,5

14.4
5.0
85.6
9.4
41. 8
7.1
0.9

74. 646

Excludes data of 2 large ffraa vhfch reported data on their total co•pany operations.
~even firms ~~pplied interim data.

Source:

Compiled from data submitted ln response to questionnaires of the U.S.
..-'!..:'t..-.:._..

International Trade Co~~~·~ion.
~--

...
'!

.. ·.'

~

....i
IO

Table. 9--Income•and-loss experience of J U.S. producers 1/ on their operations producing light-valled rectangular
pipes and tubes, 1981-83, and interim periods ending Sept. JO, 198J and Sept. JO, 1984

lte11

1981

1982

1983

Inter!• period to
Sept. JO.-- 2/
198J

1984

Net sales--------------------------------------------1,000 dollars--:
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
******
Cost of goods sold--------------------------------------------do----: _____***
~-=--------.-.-.-.-------.. . . .---------------------.-......
Cross income or (loss)----------------------------------------do----:
***
***
***
***
***
General, sellinp,, and admfnf stratfve expenses-----------------do----:
***
***
***
***
***
Operating income or (losv)------------------------------------do----:
***
***
***
***
Depreciation and amortlr~tlon 3/------------------------------do----:
***
***
***
***
***
.. ......~----.............
Cash f 1 ov from ope rat I on 1-----=----------------------~---------do----:----...,....,,........------..,...,,.......-----.-.--------.
*** •..
***
***
Ratio to net eale~: ·
·
Cross Income or (loe1)-----------------------------------percent--:
***
***
***
***
***
Operat,ng tn~o~e ~r (·1011)----------------------------------do----:
***
***
***
***
***
Cost of goods sold----------~--------~----------~-----------do----:
***
***
***
***
***
*Ill*
General, selling, a"d ad~fn1vtrat1ve expenses---------------do----:
***
***
***
Rumber,ol firms reporting operating 1011es--------------------------:
***
***
***
***
***

······:

...

•••

••••

I/ Accountlnp, for * * • percent of domestic shipments of light-vslled rectangular welded carbon eteel pipes and
tubea In 1983.
2/ Interim da~a are for 2 firms.
!I Depreciation and amortization data are for 2 firms.
Source:

Compiled from data submitted In response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.

>I

"J

0

Table. 10--Income-and-loaa experience of 5 U.S. producers 1/ on their operations producing standard
pipes.and tubes~ 1981-83 0 and interim periods endini Sept. 30 0 1983 and Sept. 30. 1984
Item

1981

1982

Interim period to
Sept. 30.-1983
1984

1983

255.506
232.306
Net ealea-----------------------------~--------------1,000 dollars--: 278.083
218,630
248 0 755
191.805
206.927
226.552
Coat of. goods aold--------------------------------------------do----:...;;~;..r..;~r---.=..~~~.....;......;;;...._.,.r..;...,;.-.;_....;;;1~7~6~,~8r8r4.,_..:--=2~0~3~,~9~5..-.8
4o.5oi
48. S79
Cross lncome--------------------------------------------------do----: 51.531
41,746
44.797
26,106
28,368
25.206
General. aellfnR, and admfnfatratfve expenaea-----------------do----=~~,......,=-=-=---_,,_,_.'-="",,..,,...~~-:-.:,...._,:-:-::--~~~2~5~,~8r5r0.,,_..;...~~2~6~,~7~Sr-T3
26,325
14.395
20. 211
Operating fncome----------------------------------------------do----:
15,896
18,644
2,850
3,360
2,589
Depreciation and amortlzatfon---------------------------------do----=~"!:"'i:,.._,,,.:..;,.--;._~T"_,,..,...:---~.,,...z.....,,,.,..,,__;._~~l~2
~,,~9~3~5,____~~•3~,.~2~4...P0
17.245
23,571
Cash flov from operattona-------------------------------------do----: 28,914
Ratio to net sales:
:·
17.4
19.0
19.1
18.0
18.5
Cross lnco~e-----~-----------~-------------~--------~--percent----:
Operating Jncome--------------------------------------------do----:
9.5
6.2
7.8
7.3
7.3
80.9
82.0
82.6
81.0
81. 5
Coat of goods sold----------------~-----------------~-------do----:.
General, selling. and administrative expensea---------------do-_-..;._:
9.0
11. 2
11.1
11. 8
10.7
.
:
:
Number of firms reporting operating loasea----•---------------------:
:
:
:
:
:
!7 Accounting, for 5o.9 percent of do•eetlc ahfp•ente of standard welded carbon steel ptpea and tubes in 1983.

8 831

-.

Source:

-

-

-

Co•plled fro• data aub•ltted !n reap.onae to queattonnairee of the U,S. International Trade Co••lsalon.

21 284

Table. 11--Income-and-loss experience of 3 U.S. producers on their operations producing
line pipes and tubes, 1981-83, and interim periods ending Sept. 30, 1983 and Sept. 30, 1984

Item

1981

1982

198 3

Interim period to
Sept. 30. -1983

1984

Net sales--------------------------------------------1,000 dollars--:
***
***
***
***
***
Cost of goods sold--------------------------------------------do----:
***
***
***
***
Cross i ncome--------------------------------------------------do---- =----:-~-;....--....,..,..,.,-...;_
***
***
*** ___*~*-::*,--.;____--::-~-.;_---~~
***
Ce ne r al , se 11 f ng, a net ad mf n is t rat i ve expense s-----------------d o---- : ____
.,....,._;....
____
.....,_.;____....,..,.._.
***
***
***-...;____*.....,.*...,*_.;_____***
Operating lncome----------------------------------------------do----:
***
***
***
***

•••

•••
~=:~e~ ~:!I ;~ 0 :n:p:;:~ ~ !~::~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;---...,......,------,-,-..-----:....,.:...,:,.....;...---....,...,....-.;...
____***
•••
•••
Ratio to net sales:
Cross fncome-------------------------------------------percent----:
***
***
***
***
•••
fncome--------------------------------------------do----:
***
***
***
***
***
Coat of goods
***
***
***
***
•••
General, selling, and acfmfnlatratfve expenaes---------------do----:
***
***
***
***
***
Number of producers reporting operating loseea----------------------:
***
***
***
***
•••
..
.
!7 I I I accounting for I * * percent of domestic shipments of welded carbon steel line pipes and tubes in 1983.
***
***

***
**'

***

'=""="

~peratfng

sold------------------------~-----------------do----:

Souq:e:

Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.

:J>

I

N

N
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* * * in

1983. Operating * * * margins for 1981, 1982, and 1983 were * * *
percent, * * * percent, and * * * percent, respectively. During the interim
periods, operating * * * from * * * in 1983 to * * * in 1984. Interim period
operating * * * margins were * * * percent in 1983 and * * * percent in 1984.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*(

The Question of the Threat of Material Injury
In its examination of the question of a reasonable indication of the
threat of material injury to an industry in the United States, the Co1Qlllission
~ay take into consideration such factors as the rate of increase of the
allegedly LTFV imports, the rate of increase of U.S. market penetration by
such imports, the quantities of such imports held in inventory in the
United States, and the capacity of producers in Taiwan and Venezuela to
generate exports (including the availability of export markets other than the
United States).
Trends in imports and U.S. market penetration are discussed in the
section of this report that addresses the causal relationship between the
alleged injury and the allegedly LTFV imports. Information regarding the
capacity of the Taiwanese producers to generate exports is not yet available;
limited information on the capacity of the Venezuelan producers to generate
exports is contained in the Venezuelan industry section of this report.
Importers of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan
reported inventories of 1,661 short tons on September 30, 1984, or 18.2
percent of imports du~ing January-September 1984. No inventories were
reported prior to the January-September 1984 period. There were no
inventories reported by importers of standard and line pipes and tubes from
Venezuela.
Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between the Allegedly
LTFV Imports and the Alleged Injury
U.S. imports
Data in this section of the report were obtained from questionnaire
responses submitted by importers of the products subject to the
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investigations, as well as from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce. Questionnaires were sent to 16 firms, which, according to the U.S.
Customs Service's net import file, accounted for close to two-thirds of U.S.
imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan, and more than
90 percent of all imports of circular welded pipes and tubes from Venezuela
during October 1982-September 1984.
Import data for 1981 are not available because of the low questionnaire
response rate and because the pipes and tubes covered in these investi~tions
were then classified in TSUSA "basket" items containing other steel pipes and
tubes which are not under investigation. The 1981 data presented here for
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes and standard pipes and tubes not over
4.5 inches in outside diameter are based on questionnaire responses submitted
during investigations Nos. 731-TA-131, 132, and 138 (Final) on certain welded
carbon steel pipes and tubes from Korea and Taiwan. In those investigations,
the Commission was able to estimate 1981 imports by multiplying the official
import statistics for 1982 by the ratio of imports reported by questionnaire
respondents in 1981 to imports reported by respondents in 1982. As a
consequence, in this report, 1981 data for light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes show only imports from Korea and total imports since these earlier
investigations covered just light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from
Korea. Data for 1981 imports of standard pipes and tubes not over 4.5 inches
in outside diameter are presented only for total imports.
Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes.--Total U.S. imports of
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes increased steadily from 44,372 short
tons in 1981 to 80,382 short tons in 1983, an increase of 81.i percent
(table 12). Total imports increased further, by 52.7 percent, ip
January-September 1984 when compared with the level of imports in the
corresponding period of 1983. Japan, Spain, and Canada were the largest
exporters of these pipes and tubes to the United States in JanuarySeptember 1984, accounting for 45 percent, 23 percent, and 9 percent of total
imports, respectively.
Imports from Taiwan of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes more than
tripled from 1,115 short tons in 1982 to 3,812 short tons in 1983. These
imports then increased from 2,426 short tons in January-September 1983 to
6,850 short tons in the corresponding period of 1984. Taiwan's share of total
imports rose from 2 percent in 1982 to 5 percent in 1983, and then reached
.8 percent in January-September 1984.
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Table 12.--Light-walled rectang~lar pipes and tubes: 1/ U.S. imports
for consumption, by principal sources, 1981-83, Jan'ii°ary-September 1983,
and ~anuary-~eptember 1984

Source

1981

Taiwan-------------------:
2/ ·
Japan---------------------:
2/
Canada--------------------:
2./
Korea---------------------:
2./ 633
Spain--------------------:-:
21
South Africa--------------:
2./
Mexico--------------------:
2./
West Germany---------~----:
2!
All other--------------- :-=2.:.,.l_'t.,:.:3;.i,~7..:::::3.:.9...:.._....;.c~;;....=--~~~,_;.-~~:-:-------::"':""'-=-=-=
Total----------------- :-=2~/~4~4~,~3~7~2....:.._...:~.;:.:...:_..:-.--:::.=.z..:;;.;;.;:.....;_~~_;_.;.....__..;~~

Taiwan-------------------:
Japan---------------------:
Canada--------------------:
Korea---------------------:
Spain---------------------:
South Africa--------------:
Mexico--------------------:
West Germany--------------:
All other-----------------:
Total-----------------:

2/

21
21
2/
21
21
21

ll

2
30
34
2

1

2/ 99
100

5

11
1

·s

.

11
100

5

4
44
19
15
4
7

2
1
2
100 :

1
2
100

5

47
18
13
7

.

3

8
45
9
3
23
1
3
1
7
100

1/ The light-walled rectangular welded carbon steel pipes and tubes for·
which data are presented are defined in the description and uses section of
this report. Data for January 1982-March 1984 may be slightly overstated to
the extent they contain small quantities of pipes and tubes not under
investigation.
2/ Data for 1981 for imports from Korea and for "all other" imports were
derived by multiplying the official import statistics for 1982 by the ratio of ·
imports reported by questionnaire respondents in 1981 to imports reported by
respondents in 1982. Import data for individual countries other than Korea
are not available and have been included in the category for "all other"
imports.
·
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of ·
Commerce, and from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
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Standard pipes and tubes.--Total imports of standard pipes and tubes
increased from 843,919 short tons in 1982 to 1.2 million short tons in 1983,
or by 40.0 percent (table 13). An increas'e of 45.9 percent occurred in
January-September 1984, when imports of this product line reached 1.2 million
short tons versus 826,664 short tons in January-September 1983. Korea was the
major source of U.S. imports throughout the period.
U.S. imports of standard pipes and tubes from Venezuela more than tripled
between.1982 and 1983, .rising from 3,790 short tons to 12,911 short ton::_s.
During January-September 1984, imports of these products from Venezuela
amounted to 33,518 short tons, compared with 9,400 short tons in the
corresponding period of .1983. Venezuela's share of the total quantity of
impor~s rose from under 0.5 percent in 1982 to 3 percent in JanuarySepteinber 1984.
Table 14, which uses l981 import data from the previous investigations on
small circular (standard) pipes and tubes from Korea and Taiwan, compares
imports of sta~dard circular pipes and tubes with outside diameter not over
4.5 inches from Venezuela with those from Brazil. The petitioner has
reque~ted that the Commission cumulate imports of small standard (not over 4.5
inches in outside diameter) pipes and tubes from Venezuela with those from
Brazil~ the ·only other country for which this product is the subject of a
current investigation. 1/ Imports of small standard pipes and tubes from
these countries nearly tripled from 13,649 short tons in 1982 to 39,615 short
tons in 1983 and increased from 15,348 short tons in January-September 1983 to
112,107 short .tons in January-September 1984.
Line pipes and tubes.--u.s. imports of line pipes and tubes from all
sources fell.17.1 percent from 334,362 short tons in 1982 to 277,077 short
tons in 1983 (table 15). However, during January-September 1984, imports
climbed to 417,598 short tons, compared with 175,448 short tons during the
corresponding period of 1983. Korea and Japan, with 36 and 27 percent shares,
respectively, of all U.S. imports of these products in 1983, were the leading
sources of imports during the period covered by these investigations.
U.S. imports of this product grouping from Venezuela jumped from 2,599
short tons in 1982 to 66,110 short tons in January-September 1984.
Venezuela's share of total imports rose from less than 1 percent to 16·percent
over the same period.

1/ Petitioner's post-conference brief, p. 1. The petitioner had also
requested cumulation with imports of these products from Spain; subsequently,
however, the petitions relating to imports from Spain were withdrawn.
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Table 13.--Standard pipes and tubes: 1/ · U;S. import~ for'consquiption,
by principal sources' 1981-83; January-September 1983, and
January-September 1984
Jan.-Sept.-Source

. 1982

1981

1983
1983

. :

Quantity (short tons)
2/.

Venezuela-----------------:
Korea---------------------:

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
2/

Taiwan-----------~--------:

Mexico-------------.------:
Canada--------------------:
Japan---------------------:
Brazil------------~-------:

South Africa--------------:
All other-----------------:
Total----------------~:

27

.
..

1984
(

33,518
9,400
412,464
417,397
17,161
108,638
82,440
64,444
61,528 . : 112,799
. 91,889
46,365
138,708
22,032
34,051
20,241
76,619
283 2 484
826,664 :l,206,515

12,911
3,790
356,084·: 575,008
141,199
95,626
22,180 . 97,095
74,336
889660
135,904
69,212
.
20,265
52,174
27,827
36,575
99,158
117,564
: -843, 919 :1 2 181,652

.

Percent of total quantity
Venezuela-----------------:
Korea---------------------:
Taiwan--------------------:

Mexico----------~------~--:

Canada--------------;;...----:
Japan---------------------:
Brazil--------------------:
South Africa--------------:
All other-----------------:
Total-----------------:

~/

2/

·

21
21
2/

21
21
21
2/
2/

J._/

:

'

42
11
3
9
16
2
4
12
100

1 :
49
12
8
8
6
4
2
10
100

.

1
50
13
8
7
6
3
·3
9
100

3
34
1
·7
9
8
11
3
23
100

!/ The standard pipes and tubes for which data are presented are defined in
the description and uses section of this report. Data for January
1982-September 1984 may be slightly overstated to the extent they contain
small quantities of imports of pipes and tubes not under investigation.
2/ Import data for 1981 for these products are not available because these
items were included in basket categories of the TSUSA prior to January 1982.
}_/ Less than 0.5 percent.
Source:
Commerce.

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. D_epartment of

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
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Table 14.--Standard pipes and tubes not over 4.5 inches in .outside
diameter: U.S. impo~ts for consumption,.by principal sources, 1981-83,
January-September 1983, and January-September 1984

Source

1981

1982

.

.

Jan.-Sept.-lg83
1984

1983
(

Quantity (short tons)
Venezuela-----------------:

1/

Brazil---------~-~--------:

l/

2,656
10,993
13,649
559,485
573,134

1/
All"' other--------~--------:
l/
Total-----------------: 1/662,332
Subtotal--------------~-:

2,763
12,585
15,348
629,220
644,568

3,938
35' 6 77
39,615
869,004
908,619

.

10,879
101,228
112,107
631,878
743,985

Percent of total quantity
Venezuela--~--------------:

,

1/

Brazil-----~--------------:

l/

Subtotal--------------.:..-:
All other-----------------:
Total-----------------:

l/

1/
100.0

.
..

'•

0.5
1.9
-2.4
97.6
100.0

0.4
3.9
4.3
95.7
100.0

.

0.4
2.0
2.4
97.6
100.0

1.5
13.6
15.l
84.9
100.0

1/ Data for total 1981 imports are from the previous investigations on pipes .
and tubes from Korea and Taiwan; individual country data are available only
for those t~o ~ountries. Data for January 1982-September 1984 may be slightly
overstated to the extent they contain imports of pipes and tubes not under
investigation.
Source:
Commerce.

Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of

/
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Table 15.--Line pipes and tubes: 1/ U.S. imports for cons\Jmption, by
principal sources, 1981-83, January-September 1983, and JanuarySeptember 1984
Jan.-Sept.-Source

1981

1983

1982

1983
Quantity (short tons)
Venezuela-----------------:
Korea---------------------:
Japan---------------------:
Mexico--------------------:
Brazil-------~------------:

United Kingdom------------:
Canada--------------------:
France--------------------:
All other-----------------:
Total-----------------:

2/

2,599
85,629
157,221
13,191
17,492
1,893
2,901
745
52,692
334,362

2.1
21
21
2/

21

2/

21

2/

2/

11,524
98,504
73,591
43,503
27,006
9,312
5,067
2,965
5,604
277,077

1984
\

4,258
55, 714
50,162
27,545
24,193
6,644
1,150
1,757
4,026
175,448

66,110
119,148
91,345
66,484
12,409
5,655
4,989
8,666
42,792
417,598

Percent of total quantity
Venezuela-----------------:
Korea---------------------:
Japan---------------------:
Mexico--------------------:
Brazil--------------------:
United Kingdom------------:
Canada--------------------:
France--------------------:
All

other---------------~-:

Total---------------·-:

1
26
47
4
5
1
1

2/

21
21
21
21
2.1
21
2.1
21

ll
100

16
100

4
36
27
16
10
3
2

1
2
100

2
32
28
16
14
4
1
1
2
100

16
29
22
16
3
1
1
2
10
100

1/ The line pipes and tubes for which data are presented are defined in the
description and uses section of this report.
l:_/ Import data for 1981 for these products are not available because these
items were included in basket categories of the TSUSA prior to January 1982.
1/ Less than 0.5 percent.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Coomerce, and from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the u.s~
International Trade CoD1JDission.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
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Market penetration of imports
Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes.--Market penetration of
light-:-_walled rectangular pipes and ~ubes from Taiwan increased from 0.8
percent in 1982 to 4.1 percent in January-September 1984 (table 16). Imports
from all other countries increased their market share from 37.8 percent in
1982 to 42.8 percent in 1983 and 47.5 percent during January-September 1984.
Conversely, U.S. producers' domestic shipments as a share of consumption fell
steadily, from 69.7 percent in 1981 to 48.4 percent during January-Septcember
1984.
.
Standard pipes and tubes.--Imports of standard pipes and tubes from
Venezuela rose from 0.2 percent of the U.S. market in 1982 to 1.9 percent of
the market during January-September 1984. Market penetration for all other
imports increased from 4.7.2 percent in 1982 to 66.2 percent in JanuarySeptember. 1984. The market share held by U.S. producers fell from
52.6 percent to 31.9 percent over the same period.
The tabulation which follows shows the market penetration of imports of
standard pipes and tubes not over· 4.5 inches in outside diameter from
Venezuela anc:l· Brazi:l~ l,/.
(In percent)
Jan.-Sept.-Source

1981

1982

1983
1983

1/

Venezuela----------~------:

Brazil--------------------:
Subtotal--------------:
All other imports--~------:
U.S. produc.ers' domestic . :
shipments..;.--------------:

52.8

0.3
1.0
1.3
53.5

0.3
2.5
2.8
60.2

47.2
100.0

45.3
100.0

37.0
100.0

T;
1:./

0.3 :
1.3
1.6
63.6

1984
1.0
9.0
10.0
56.2

~~-:...~~..;_~~....,..~---~~_...;.__;;~~~-_,,--,......;.~~.....,...;;..;..~

34.9
100.0

33.8
100.0

~~---..;_.;;;__,.._,......,......,..--.....,.._,......,.......;.......,......,......,..__,,__~~_,..~..,_....,.._

Total--~--------------:

1/ Separate data for imports of these products from Venezuela, Brazil, and
Spain for 1981 are not available. These data are included in the category
"all other imports."
Imports of standard pipes and tubes not over 4.5 inches in outside
diameter from Venezuela and Brazil increased their market share from
1.3 percent in 1982 to 10.0 percent in January-September 1984. Imports from
all other countries as a percent of consumption rose from 53.5 percent in 1982
to 60.2 percent in 1983; then dropped to 56.2 percent in January-September
1984 •. U.S. producers' share of this market fell from 47.2 percent in 1981 to
33.8 percent in January-September 1984.

l_/ Consumption data based on shipments of standard pipes and ·tubes not over
4.5 inches in outside diameter as compiled from data submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table 16.--Certain welded carbon steel pipes and tubes: Ratios of
imports and U.S. producers' ·domestic shipments to consumption, ];/ 1981-83,
January-September 1983, and January-September 1984
(In percent)
Product and source

.

1981

1982

..

1983

.

Jan.-Sept.--

·~~~~~~~~--

1983

1984

Light-walled rectangular:
2.1
1.9
4.1
Taiwan------------------:
o.8
43.2
All other imports-------:
42.8
47.5
37.8
U.S. producers' domestic:
shipments-----------:
69.7
61.3
55.0
54.8
48.4
Total-----------------:
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Standard:
1.9
Venezuela---------------:
1/
0.2
0.6
0.7
66.2
All other imports-------:
1/
47.2
59.1
57.6
U.S. producers' domestic:
shipments-~---------:____l~/--~.;._---·-5.2_._6~--~4~0~·~2'----~4~1_.~8----__,,~3~1_,....9
Total-----------------:
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Line:
7.1
0.7
Venezuela---------------:
1/
0.3
1.4
All other imports-------:
1/
29.3
37.8
32.l
35.8
U.S. producers' domestic:
shipments-----------:
1/
63.9
66.5
69.9
55.l
Total-----------------:----1~0~0-.-o....;___....,..10-o~.~o-------1~0•0.~o'--:--~1~0~0-.~o-----~10~0~•...,..o
~~......;;.---~---~~~---~~........,,...-~~~.....,,.~~..,....~~~~

..

:

1/ Data for imports of light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes from Taiwan
in-1981 are not available. These data have been included in the category .. all
other imports." Data for 1981 for imports and consumption of standard and
line pipes and tubes are not available.
Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Commerce, from AISI data, and from data submitted in response to
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown.
Line pipes and tubes.--Imports of line pipes and tubes from Venezuela
grew as a percentage of U.S. consumption from 0.3 percent in 1982 to 1.4
percent.in 1983. A large jump occurred in January-September 1984, when the
market share held by these imports reached 7.1 percent. The share of the U.S.
market held by all other foreign sources fell from 35.8 percent in 1982 to
32.l percent in 1983, then rose to 37.8 percent during January-September 1984.
U.S. producers' shipments as a percent of consumption increased from 63.9
percent in 1982 to 66.5 percent in 1983. This share fell to 55.l percent
during January-September 1984.
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The European Community pipe and tube agreement.--On January 11, 1985, the
Office of the United States Trade Represent~tive announced an agreement with
the European.Community (EC) on imports of.steel pipes and tubes. The
agreement, effective from January 1, 1985, ~hrough December 31, 1986, will
reduce the EC share of the U.S. pipe and tube market from the 14.6 percent
share lfeld during January-October 19.84 to 7 .6 percent in 1985 and 1986. This
agreement followed an embargo on pipe and tube imports from the EC from
November 29, 1984, through December 31, 1984.
(

Prices
The pipes and tubes included in these investigations are generally priced
on a per-hundred-feet basis. Several U.S. producers publish confidential
price lists. List prices are often discounted to meet competitive offers.
Formal bidding is not the usual means of price competition, unlike the market
for pipe and ·tube with outside diameter over 16 inches. !/
The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers to provide price
data on their largest sale of five product specifications to both a service
center/distributor and end-user customer in each quarter from· January 1982
through September 1984. The five product specifications are as follows: ];./
PRODUCT 1.--ASTM A-513 (mechanical) or A-500 grade A
(ornamental) tubing, carbon welded, black, 1-inch
square, 16-gauge wall thickness, 20-24 foot mill
length~.

PRODUCT 2.--ASTM A-120 schedule 40 standard pipe, carbon welded,
black, plain end, 1. 315-inch outside· diameter ·
·
(I-inch nominal), 0.133-inch wall thickness.
PRODUCT 3.--ASTM A-53 standard pipe, carbon welded, black, plain
end, 6.625-inch outside diameter (6-inch nominal),
0.188-inch wall thickness.
PRODUCT 4.--APl SL line pipe, carbon welded, black, plain end,
4.5-inch diameter, 0.188-inch wall thickness.
PRODUCT 5.--API 51 line pipe, carbon welded, black, plain end,
8.625-inch diameter, 0.291-inch wall thickness.
Light-walied rectangula~ ·pipes and tubes.~-Five .producers reported some
selling price data for light-walled rectangular pipes ·and tubes (product 1).
The average ~et selling prices of· 16-gauge, 1-inch square tubing based on
price data reported by these respondents are shown, by type of customer, in
table. 17. *·* *, the largest importer of light-walled rectangular- pipes and
tubes fro~ Taiwan, submitted several sales invoices from which extremely

!/ Transcript of the public conference, pp. 25-26, and telephone inquiries
to U.S. producers.
2/ The imports under investigation from Taiwan are light-walled rectangular
pipes and tubes (product 1), whereas those from Ven·ezuela are standard and ·
line pipes and tubes (products 2-5).
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limited price data could be extracted. Another importer reported the
requested price data for one quarter in 1984.
Table 17.--Light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes: 1/ Average net selling
prices of 5 U.S. producers' largest sales to service centers/distributors
and end users, by quarters, January 1982 to September 1984
Period

Price to service
1
Price to
centers/distributors
end useis
:-------------------Per 100 feet----------------

1982:
January-March--------------:
April-June-----------------:
July-September-------------:
·October-December-----------:

$21.92
21.93
21.32
21.55

$22.23
22.13
21.76
21.76

1983:
January-March--------------:
April-June-----------------:
July-September-------------:
October-December-----------:

21.53
21.49
21.18
21.08

21.67
22.18
22.27
21.98

21.39
21.13

20.93
20.75
21.82

1984:
January-March--------------:
April-June-----------------:
July-September-------------:

l:.l

1/ ASTM A-513 (mechanical) or A-500 grade A (ornamental) tubing, carbon
welded, black, 1-inch square, 16-gauge wall thickness.
1:./ Not available.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
U.S. producers' quarterly selling prices of domestically produced
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes fluctuated but generally fell from
January-March 1982 to July-September 1984. Net selling prices per hundred
feet of 16-gauge, 1-inch square tubing (product 1) to service centers/distri. butors decreased from $21.92 in January-March 1982 to $21.13 in April-June
1984, or by 4 percent. Selling prices to end users of this product decreased
irregularly by 2 percent over the period January-March 1982 to July-September
1984.
The price of competing Taiwan-produced light-walled rectangular tube was
determined * * *· This price for product 1 was * * * in April-June 1984 and
* * * in July-September 1984. The import price was approximately
* * * percent * * * the average net selling price of domestically produced
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes in April-June 1984, the only period
in which a direct comparison could be made. Another importer of Taiwanproduced product l reported a single price for its largest shipment to a
service center/distributor in July-September 1984. The reported price per
hundred feet was * * *·

I

Standard pipes a_nd tube!;J.• -~Six U.S. producers reported some selling price
data on sales to service centers/4istributors of product 2, one of the two
standard pipe products for which information was requested. 1/ The six U.S.
producers accounted for approximately 60 percent of total U.S. shipments of
standard pipes and tubes in 1983.• The inajor importer of this product from
Venezuela also provided price data. This importer accounted for approximately
* * * percent of the tonn~ge of imports under investigation from Venezuela in
January-September 1984, according to the U.S. Customs Service's net import
file. 2/ The average net selling prices reported by U.S. producers and the
converted Venezuelan import prices for !-inch nominal diameter standard pipe
are- shown -in table 18. -·
·
·
Table 18.--Standard pipes and tubes: 1/ U.S. producers' and importer's
weighted-average prices to service centers/distributors, by quarters,
January 1982-September 1984

Period

U.S.
product
price

Price

Venezuelan product
, Margin of
underselling
Amount

Percent

----------------Per 100 feet--------------1982:
January-March--------~---------:

April-June~--------------------:

July-Septe~ber-~--~-------~~---:
October-December--~------------:

1983:
January-March------------------:
April-June---------------------:
July-September-----------------:
October-December---------------:
1984:
January-March------------------:
April-June-------------~-------:

July~September------------~----:
"l;

***
***
***
***

- :
- :
- .
- :

2/

21
2.1
2/

***
***
***
***

2/
2/
2/

***
***
*** ...
.

:

***
***
***
***

***

-

.
.

***

:

***
***
***

***
***
***

!f ASTM-Al20 schedule 40 standard pipe, carbon welded> black, plain end,
1.315-inch outside diameter, 0.133-inch wall thickness.
J:./ Not available.
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

!f No· price comparisons could be made on the other representative standard
pipe p·roduct (number 3), ·or on sales of product 2 to end users.
:!:_/No ·other importers of pipe and-tube from Venezuela responded to the
questi_onnaire. -,. The responding importer provided price data on _a metric ton
basis in lieu of the requested per"."'.h_undred-feet prices. The Commission's
staff converted the metric ton prices to a p~r-hundred-feet basis using
conversion factors reported by U.S. producers (the importer did not report the
requested conversiori~factor)~
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U.S. producers' quarterly selling prices per hundred feet of domestically
produced 1-inch nominal diameter schedule 40 standard pipe (product 2) * * *
from * * * in January-March 1982 to * * * in July-September 1983, or by * * *
percent. Reversing this trend, the price then * * * to * * * in JulySeptember 1984, yielding a * * * percent * * * over the period JulySeptember 1983 to July-September 1984.
The selling price of Venezuelan-produced product 2 * * * from * * * in
July-September 1983 (the first period for which imported prices were reported)
\
to * * * in July-September 1984, or by * * * percent. The imported standard
pipe * * * the competing domestically produced pipe in each quarter in which
comparable prices were available. Margins of underselling ranged from * * *
percent (* * *) in July-September 1983 to * * * percent (* * *) in AprilJune 1984 and averaged * * * percent.
Line pipes and ~ubes.--One U.S. producer and the responding importer of
Venezuelan-produced pipe reported usable net selling price data for sales to
service centers/distributors of one of the two line pipe product
specifications (product 4). 1/ The metric ton prices provided by the major
importer of this product from Venezuela were converted to a per-hundred-feet
basis. The average net selling prices reported by the U.S. producer and the
converted Venezuelan import prices for 4.5-inch diameter API 5L line pipe are
shown in table 19.
The responding U.S. producer's quarterly selling price per hundred feet
of domestically produced 4.5-inch diameter API 5L line pipe (product 4)
fluctuated * * * from * * * in January-March 1982 to * * * in OctoberDecember 1983, or by * * * percent. Reversing this trend, the price then
* * * to * * * in July-September 1984, or by * * * percent over the period
October-December 1983 to July-September 1984.
The quarterly selling price per hundred feet of imported Venezuelanproduced line pipe * * * from * * * in April-June 1983 (the first period for
which imported prices were reported) to * * * in July-September 1984, or by
* * * percent. In comparison, the reported price of domestically produced
product 4 * * * by approximately * * * percent over the same period. The
imported line pipe undersold the competing U.S. product in each quarter for
which comparable prices were available. Margins of underselling ranged from
* * * percent (* * *) in April-June 1983 to approximately * * * percent
(* * *) in January-March 1984, and averaged * * * percent.

l/ No data were reported for the other representative line pipe product
(product 5).
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Table 19.--Line pipes and tubes: 1/ U.S. producer's and importer's
weighted-average prices to service centers/distributors, by quarters,
January 1982-September 1984
Venezuelan product
U.S.
product
price

Period

Price

Margin of
underselling
Amount

:
1982:
January-March------------------:
April-June---------------------:
July-September-----------------:
October-December---------------:
1983:
January-March--------'----------:
April-June--------------------~:

July-September-----------------:
October-December----~----------:

1984:
January-March------------------:
April-June-------~---~---------:
July-September~----------------:

lercent

----------------Per 100 feet--------------.

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

-

2/

- ..

2/

:

1./
.

.

:

21
21

-.
-

- .

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

***
***
***

1,./ API 5L line pipe, carbon welded, black, plain end, 4.5-inch diameter,
0.188-inch wall thickness.
l/ Not available.

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Transportation costs
Domestic producers of welded carbon steel pipes and tubes are
concentrated along the eastern seaboard, the west coast, and in the Midwest.
The pipes and tubes under investigation from Venezuela enter the United States
mainly through the ports of Houston, TX, and New Orleans, LA. However, many
other major U.S. ports are also utilized to a lesser extent for this purpose.
The pipes and tubes under investigation from Taiwan enter the United States
for the most part through Los Angeles, CA.
The paucity of response from U.S. producers and importers to a section of
the questionnaire concerning inland transportation costs precludes drawing any
conclusions from information received during the current investigation.
However, some information can be gleaned from recent investigations concerning
welded carbon steel pipes and tubes. !/
1/ Investigations Nos. 731-TA-131, 132, and 138 (Final) and No. 701-TA-220
(Final).
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The Venezuelan imports enjoy a distinct advantage in the Houston/New
Orleans market because of the substantial inland transportation costs required
to deliver the competing U.S.-produced pipe and tube from most U.S. mills.
* * *, one of the largest U.S. producers of pipes and tubes with plants in
* * * and * * *, estimated transportation costs to be * * * percent of the
delivered price of its products in the Houston/New Orleans market. 1/ * * *,
a major producer of the * * * covered by these investigations, estimated
transportation costs to the Houston/New Orleans market area to be 10 percent
of the delivered price of pipes and tubes produced at its * * * mill f
(13 percent from its * * * mill). On the other hand, * * * stated tha the
Chicago area (* * *) was significantly insulated from import competition
because of prohibitive inland transportation costs confronting importers.
In the Los Angeles/San Francisco market area, Taiwan-produced
light-walled rectangular pipes and tubes enjoy a certain inland freight
advantage over most U.S. mills. * * * estimated transportation costs to be 23
percent of its delivered price in the Los Angeles/San Francisco market area.
* * *'s mills are located in* * *, * * *, and * * *· However, several U.S.
producers of light-walled rectangular tube are located on the west coast.
* * * and * * * in* * *, and * * *, with a mill in* * *, bo~h estimated
transportation costs to be 2 percent of the delivered price of their pipes and
tubes sold in the Los Angeles/San Francisco area. Together, * * * and * * *
produced approximately 8 percent of the total U.S. shipments of light-walled
rectangular tube produced in the United States in 1983.
Exchange rates
Indexes of the nominal and real exchange rates of the Venezuelan bolivar
and the new Taiwan dollar relative to the U.S. dollar are shown in table 20.
These indexes are based on rates expressed in U.S. dollars per foreign
currency unit. The real exchange rate is determined by adjusting the nominal
exchange rate for differences in the rates of inflation in Venezuela and
Taiwan relative to the inflation rate in the United States.
In nominal terms, the Venezuelan'bolivar held essentially constant over
the period January-March 1981 to October-December 1983. In real terms,
however, the bolivar appreciated by 18 percent over the same period. The
nominal value of the bolivar vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar then depreciated by
43 percent over the period October-December 1983 to July-September 1984.
Reversing the trend of appreciation noted above, the real value of the bolivar
depreciated by 38 percent over the period October-December 1983 to April-June
1984.

I/ Examining the Houston/New Orleans market in 1983, * * * shipped * * *
tons by truck with freight charges estimated to be 14 percent (* * */ton) of
the delivered price, and * * * tons by rail with freight charges estimated to
be 10 percent (* * */ton) of the delivered price.
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Table 20.--Nominal and real exchange rate indexes between the U.S. dollar and
the Venezuelan bolivar and the new Taiwan dollar, by quarters, January 1981September 1984
(January-March 1981=100.0)
Venezuelan bolivar

New Taiwan dollar

Period
Nominal
1981:
January-March------:
April-June---------:
July-September-----:
October-December---:
1982:
January-March------:
April-June---------:
July-September~----:

October-December---:
1983:
January-March------:
Apr.il-June---------:
July-September-----:
October-December---:
1984:
January-March------:
April-June---------:
July-September---~-:

Real

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
101.7
105.2
103.9

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Nominal

Real

100.0
100.0
95.9
96.l

100.0
98.2
88.0
90 •. 8

106.9
108.6
109.4
108.7

95.3
92.3
91.2
91.l

91. 9
89.l
87.3
86.9

100.0
99.9
99.8
99.8

115.8
114.2
116.5
118.0

90.8
90.4
90.4
90.3

85.2
85.0
84.4
84.0

77.1
57.2
57.2

93.9
72.8

]:/

.

1/

1/

l/

l/

1/

1/

]:/ Not available.
Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics;
American Institute for Taiwan.
The new Taiwan dollar depreciated steadily, by 10 percent, in nominal
terms vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar over the period January-March 1981 to
October-December 1983 (the last period for which the U.S. dollar/new Taiwan
dollar open market exchange rates could be obtained). In real terms, the new
Taiwan dollar depreciated by 16 percent over the same period.
Lost sales
The Commission received lost sales allegations from only two domestic
producers. An industry representative indicated at the public conference that
lost sales information is virtually impossible to obtain because their
customers do not inform them when they buy pipe from foreign producers and, in
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fact, often do not know the origin of the pipe, except that it may be
imported. 2:_/
One U.S. pipe and tube producer reported 15 specific instances in which
it had allegedly lost sales to imports from Venezuela. The allegations
amounted to 2,060 short tons of fence tube and covered the period June through
September 1984. Another U.S. producer of pipe and tube submitted a list of six
firms to which it had allegedly lost sales of light-walled rectangular tube to
Taiwan during October-December 1984, but was unable to provide the req~ested
specific information with regard to the product, quantity, and relative prices
involved. ~ The Commission investigated all 21 allegations.
In 14 of the 15 allegations concerning imports from Venezuela, which
amounted to 1,810 short tons, the purchasers stated that they had not
purchased the Venezuelan product. In one allegation involving 250 short tons
of Venezuelan fence tube, the buyer stated that he had purchased approximately
70 tons of the Venezuelan product. This buyer cited the Venezuelan tube's
lower price as his primary reason for purchasing the imported product.
Of the six firms to which sales were allegedly lost to competition from
Taiwan, three reported they had not purchased the Taiwan product. Two
purchasers stated they had purchased Taiwan light-walled rectangular tube
during the period alleged, but had not increased their purchases of Taiwan
tube as a percentage of total purchases of this product from all sources.
These two purchasers cited the lower price of the Taiwan tube as the reason
for buying the imported product. The remaining firm could not be contacted.
Details of the allegations are discussed below.

* * * in * * * was cited in four allegations totaling * * * tons of
Venezuelan fence tube during June through September 1984. * * *, a purchaser
for the firm, reported having purchased approximately * * * tons of Venezuelan
fence tube during September 1984. He cited the Venezuelan product's lower
price as his principal reason for buying the imported product. * * * denied
the remaining allegations, stating that the above referenced purchase was "a
on~-shot deal."
* * * in * * * was cited in three allegations totaling * * * short tons
of Venezuelen fence tube during July-September 1984. * * *, a purchaser for
the firm, denied the allegation. * * * stated that his firm had purchased
approximately * * * tons of Venezuelan pipe about a year ago, reporting
availability as his primary reason for purchasing the imported product.

* * * in * * * was cited in three allegations totaling * * * short tons
of Venezuelan fence tube during July-September 1984. * * *, purchaser for the
firm, denied the allegations. * * * stated that his firm had purchased
Venezuelan pipe approximately 5 years ago, but has purchased none since then.
l/ Transcript of the public conference, p. 17.
°!/ A list of numerous purchasers was submitted by Counsel for the petitioner
in its post-conference brief, but no specific allegations with·regard to
country of origin, product, time period, or quantity involved were included.
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* * * in * * * was cited in three allegations totaling * * * tons of
Venezuelan fence tube during June through September 1984. * * *, a purchaser
for the firm, denied the allegations, stating that his firm has never
purchased Venezuelan pipe or tube.
* * * in * * * was cited in two allegations totaling * * * tons of
Venezuelan fence tube during August and September 1984. * * *, a purchaser
for the firm, denied the allegations, stating that his firm has never' (
purchased Venezuelan pipe or tube.
* * * in * * * was cited in an unitemized aggregation of sales involving
unspecified quantities of Taiwan light-walled rectangular tube during
October-December 1984. * * *, a purchaser for the firm, stated that his firm
had purchased the Taiwan product during this period. He reported that * * *
purchases mainly Taiwan pipe and tube, which he estimated to be 4 ·percent
lower in price than competing domestically produced pipe and tube. * * *
stated that his firm's purchases of Taiwan-produced light-walled rectangular
tube had not increased· as a percentage of its purchases of this product from
all sources during October-December 1984.
* * * in * * * was cited in an unitemized aggregation of sales involving
unspecified quantities of Taiwan light-walled rectangular tube during
October-December 1984. * * *, a purchaser for the firm, confirmed purchasing
some light-walled rectangular tube from Taiwan during this period, but noted·
that his firm purchased mainly * * * pipe and tube. * * * cited the imported
product's lower price as his principal reason for purchasing Taiwan tube. He
estimated the Taiwan tube price to be 20 percent lower than that of competing
domestically produced tube. * * * stated that his firm's purchases of
Taiwan-produced light-walled rectangular tube had not increased as a
percentage of its purchases of this product from all sources during
October-December 1984.
* * * in * * * was cited in an unitemized aggregation of sales involving
unspecified quantities of Taiwan light-walled rectangular tube during
October-December 1984. * * *, a purchaser for the firm, denied the
allegation, stating that his firm had not purchased light-walled rectangular
tube of Taiwan origin during this period.
* * * in * * * was cited in an unitemized aggregation of sales involving
unspecified quantities of Taiwan light-walled rectangular tube during
October-December 1984. * * *, a purchaser for the firm, denied the
allegation, stating that his firm has never purchased pipe or tube produced in
Taiwan.
* * * in * * * was cited in an unitemized aggregation of sales involving
unspecified quantities of Taiwan light-walled rectangular tube during
October-December 1984. * * *, a purchaser for the firm, denied the
allegation, stating that his firm had not purchased pipe or tube of Taiwan
origin during this period. He stated that his firm had last purchased Taiwan
tube approximately one year ago, citing the imported product's lower price as
his primary reason.
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.., . . a waD tblc:kmla of..., than o.sae Inch.
confidential
"'atment must conform
,._wed for ID Item 110Alm of the Tariff Sc:heduJet
with the iequirementa of I zm.e of the
of Ille lhllted Statll Amiotated (1•) rrsu&A). ·
Prior to Apr.1, .... ..,... ~r pipes IJld
Comm\Nfon'1 rules (19 CFR zm.e. u
tabea Provided for In TSUSA Item 110A875.
amend!:cJ t)y 49 FR 8Z589, Aupst 15.
a Farjiurpoln aftlda lnvutlpllon. tha term ·
1884).: ·.·. .
"'mrlaln cln:ularwelded carbon 1tael tubel" CIOVll'I'
rectangular v.·elJr?J curbon steel pipes
and tubes • and I>\' rr.u1mn of imports
from Vcnl'zucla (i;l\'f'f.ti11;1tion No. 7311 A-21:.> (Prdimin11ry)) uf certain circular
welded carbon 111t·1·I pipes end tubes. 1
which arc alle~1·1l In lw r;old in thr.
United Statcs 11t Ii·,.,. than fair \·ah.w. As
provided in scr.tio11 7:n(u). thr
Commission muf.t 1.nrnplclf· preli:ninary
entidumping im·r,.liJ:11tiom in 45 dnys,
or in this case bv r1·hru11ry 1. 1985.
For furtht>r infnrmution rnncerning the
conduct of these lnvr11ti1111tioni: end rulci:.
c,f general applir:11tion. r.onsull the
Commission's Ruki. of Pr11cticc and
Procedure. Part 2117, S11hparts A end B
(19 CFR Part 20i). end l'art 201. Subparts
A through E (19 CFH l'urt 201).
EFFECTIVE DAT£: December 18. 1984.

welded cmtxm eteel plpell and tubn of cln:ular
mclion. G.S761Dch or more but not ovar 18
lnchn In outaide di1mrl1•·- provided for In TSUSA
Items 81Cl.3208. mo.an. 81o.1231. 810.3234. 810.SUt.
810.U.2. 1111.3243. 910.UU. etD.3ZM. 11o.az58..
81G.S251. end 810.41125. Prior IO Apr. 1. lllllf. the

-

clrculer pipes end tubes were provided for In
TSUSA ttem1·8t0.3ZOB. 8111.JZ08. eto.az:11. ltD.3232.
810.UU. 11D.3Uf. llJld eto.JU7.

A . These lnvesu,;~cml U. belna

·

CDDducft.ed under liuthoJtt)' of the Td Act of
1930. title VD. Thia nottce II pubU1hed
punuant tO I 207.12 of the Commltlion'1

nalet ~DR 207.12) ·

By ~er of the Comml11lon.
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UA-583-403)

©G>liilmfti'I WGDc!IQil! @mm@irn $ft<a@i ·
~@eRmirn12iulsir Ll»ll?E!S minOJ 'ii'Mll>iam IFll'@m
lrmlws11111; Urraltlatlcn «»« ~ni!dume»lng IOuivOirnvesil~milon

AGIENCV: International Trad1·
1

Adminislrnlion. Import Administnition.
Commerce.
·
~<i:VICN: Notice.
9U~MA1111V:

On the basis of a petition
filed in proper form with the United
Stiltes Department of Commerce. we are
initiating an antidumping duty
.
in\'cstigation to determine whether
certain welded carbon steel rectangular
pipes and tubes from Taiwan are being.
or are likely to be. sold in the United
States at less than fair value. Critical
circumstances have been alleged. We
are notifying the United States
Ilntemationel Trade Commission (ITC)
of this action ao that it may determine
whether imports of thie product ere
causing material Injury, or threaten
material injury, to 11 United States
industry. If this investigation proceeds
normally. the ITC will make its ·
preliminary determination on or before
!February 1, 1985, and the Department of
Commerce will make its preliminary
d£>lermination on or before May 27. 1985.
11mmum'@ATIE: Banuary 11.1985.
U@L'il All1Pl11Wtwl CW!r@li!QIJAVllON OON'lfACT:

J:Caren L Sackett. Office of
Ilrewestigetionn, Kmport Administration.
!International 'll'rade Administration. U.S.
!Oepartment of Commerce, 14\th Street
and Con11titution Avenue NW,
Washington, 10.C. 2.02.30; telephone: (2.02)
377-3798.
!IUD~t\.'JIENVAO!l'tf

B&\lir@IRJLlllA'ii"B@N:

'll'ili<a 1Petili11>n
On Decem.ber 18, 1984. we received a
petition in proper form filed by the
·
Mechanical Tubing Subcommittee of the
!Committee on Pipe and Tube Imports.
Thia subcommittee is comprised of
crllomestlc Jllli'Oducero of welded carbon
&~eG!l ll'2casinguiar J?f]l>es and tubes. who
irepreaeni l!llpprmdmately 75 percent of
the domestic production of the subject
merch~mdise. In compliance with the
f&)ing requirements of G353.38 of the
<Commerce llteguletiom1 (118 cm 353.36)..
llhe patitioll! Glle~ecll ahmi limporfo of the
oubjiect merchandige Uram 'll'miiwan imi"i!!
being. or are likelv ~o be. oold in the .
!United Staten ei-leH 1han fair value
within the meaning of section 731 of the
Tariff Act of 1930. es amended (the Act).
and that th1211ra amportQ Bra! causing
materiel injury, or threaten material
ftnjury. to a United States industry.
«'.:ritical circumatenceia have alee been
mllleged under oectlon 733(e) of ah1a(ll'eril'f

order, without the consent of the Deputy
Act or 11930. as amended (i9 U.S.C.
Assistant Secretary for Hmport
1673b{e)) (the Act).
· -·lfhe petitioner based the \United Stales Administration.
'
price on the a\·erage unlt value of U.S.
IJ»rdlliminaey lllleterminaDion by ahe HTC
imports of carbon steel pipes and tubr.fi
from Taiwan as reported by the U.S.
The ITC will determine by February 1.
Department of Commerce. Burea.u of
1985. whether there is a reason<1bll'
Census. IM 145X.
indication that imports of certain
The petitioner based foreign market
welded carbon steel rectangular pipes
value on the average home market price · and tubes from Taiwan are causing
for carbon steel pipes and tubes in .
material injury, or threaten material
Taiwan. Petitioner used information
injury, to a United States Industry. if the
obtained from.the American Institute in
ITC determination is negati\'e the
Taiwan for 1982 prices. and updated
investigation will terminate; olherwii.c.
these prices according to official Taiwun it will proceed according to the statutor~'
commodity price indices for 1984. a
procedures.
representati\'e year.
Alan
F. IHolmer,
By comparing the prices calculated
Deput}· Assistant Secretary for lmpc>rt
using the information obtained from
Administration.
these sources. the petitioner alleged a
dumping margin of 58.6 percent.
January 7, 1985.

J.!Jnilimtion o[ llnveatiganion.

(FR Doc. 85-932 flied 1-to-85; 8:45 em)

Under section 732(c) oV the Act, we
must determine, within 20 daye after a
petition is med; whether ii sets forth. the
allegations necesea"ry for the initiation
of an antidumping duty investigation
and whether it contains information
reasonably available to the petitioner
supporting the allegations.
·
We examined the petition on certain
weld.ed carbon steel rectangular. pipes
and tubes and have found that it meets
the ~quirements of aection 732(b) of the
Act. Therefore. in accordance with
section _732 of the Act, we ere initiating
llln antidumping duly investigation fto
detennine whether certain welded
carbon ateel rectangular pipes and tube11
from Taiwan are being. or are ·likely to
be; sold in the United States at less than
fair value. llf our imrestigation proceeds
normally we will make our preliminary
determination bv May 27, 1985.

~

&op0 of llnv1astigation
The products under investigation are
rectang11lar (including square) welded
carbon steel pipes and tubea having IBI
wall thiclau!os of leaa than im.iSS inch. H
currentJy tlassifie4ll in ah0 7/'ariff

Schedules of the United States.
Annotated {TSUSA). under iiem
610.4928.

COM

00~6-lilO-O

(A-$07-401] ·

Ccilrtsllli'D ©Drcul&ll' ~GD@loo i?lftl?@G GJli'll@l
TM!l»oo ©g «::mm@rra $iw0 frll'@M
Wei"ie2Zu~Og; Oli'Dltil;J\ll@liil @9 Alii1Rlcjjumil)li"i~
lflu1lv Onva1»Rl0mRl@!i1'3
~Q~f);lCV: llntemational Trade
Administration. import Administration,
Commerce.
tl<e"ITD~Notice.

OO~Wlr;;n1: On ihe basis of a petition
filed in proper fonn with the United
States Department of Commerce, we are
initiating antidumping duty
investigations to determine whether
certain circular welded pipes and tubes
of carbon steel from Venezuela are
being. or are likely to be, sold in the
United States at less than fair value. We
are notifying the United States
International Trade Commission (IJ'C}
of ahin mction GO ilhat it may determine
cirhetber lmporilil @If the"rie producta are
cauaing materiml injury, or threaten
material injury. to im United States
industry. if these investigations proceed
normally, the ITC will make its
prelimin~ry determination on or befon?
Jfebl'US!fil' ll, lles5, mnd we will makra oura'
on or ~fore Mmv 20. 11&. ··
·
CIWl1~ @AV~ January n,

Notifi«:SriioBl oH albca ll'll'tC
· Section ~2(d) of ihe Act i'iaquirea ua
20 notify the !ITC oH Uhio mcctlcllil and ao
~vidi? it ·with the Information we ~aecll
to 0rrive at thio determination. We will
ll@Ll ~Im 0f);l~@~C'.JA1l11~ @@L'\Tii'A<eV:
notify the ITC and make ~vallabJe to it
J:(enneth G. Shimabuh.uro, Office or
all nonprivileged end nor<confidential
HnveaQigationa, import Adminlatratlon.
inf~rmation. We will mllllo allow the HTC
Hn~ematlonml 'll'rsde Administration. UJ.S.
acce'ss·to all privileged and confidential
Depertment of Commerce, ll'6th Street
informatl!)n In our Kilea. provided the
mnd Constitution Avenue NW.,
ITC confirmo that it will not disclose
• Wl!lrihington,
:W~ ti!lephone: (202)
Guch infonnetlon. lililher J!llUblicly or
37i'-S33g,
under an adminlonihrra protective

1eas:

n:u:.
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Federal Register
IUPPLEMENTAAY INFORMATION! •

The Pelilion
· On Dccr.mlwr 18. 1964. \'\"!! rci:ei\·eif it
petition in propr.r form filed hl' thr.
Subcommittee of the Committee on J>ipr
A Tuhr. Imports (CPTI) who pmt.luc:r
standard pipe (defined in "Scopr. of
. Investigation") end its member
companies, and t'1e Subcommittee or
CP'JI who produce API line pipe
(defined in "Scope of lnve~lip:1tion")
and its mr.mber companies. In
complianr.c with the filing re<Juiremr.nti;
or srr.tion 353.36 of the Commerce
R•·sulalions (19 CFR 353.36). the petition
alleged that imports of the subject
merchandise from Venezuela are being.
or are likely to be. sold in the United
States at less than fair value within the
meaning of section 731 ·of the Tariff Act
of 1930, as amended (the Act). and that
these bnpOrta are causing material
Injury, or threaten material infmy, to a
United States Industry.
.
The petitioner based by the Bureau of
Ceneus, Deparbnent of Commerce, for
the month of October, 1984 (IM 145X).
The petitioner based foreign market
values an bome market price list prices
of the two named.foreign manufacturers.
The price lists were in effect on October

I

I
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(1) Small diaateter cin:uJar •·elded
carbon steel pipes and tubes. with
outi;idc dieml't<'r of .375 inch or mill'<' hul
not m·cr 16 inchci;. of an\: wall
thiclncss. currently classlfiilhlr. in thu
Tori'f Scbrilult'.:; Clf //;c lli1ilec! Stu!es.
Am1"c>tuted (TSl•SA). under ilt'ms

an .

610.3:?31. 610.3.:!J.t 610.3241. 610.3242•
610.3243, 610.3:?5:?. 610.3.:?54. 610.:i.258.
610.3258. end 610.4925.
(2) Small diameler circular welded

carbon steel linr pipe with un outside
diamr.l~r of .3i5 inch or morr. liJI not
O\'l'r 16 im:hcs. und with a wall
lhickness of not less than .o65 inch.
currently classifiable in the Tariff
Scheclules of the United States,
Annotated rrsUSA). under items
610.3208 and 810.3209. These products
are produced to various API
·
1pecifU::atiDD1 for liAe pipe.. moat notably
APl-il.or~

Notlfiatlaa of ITC
Sedi~ 73Z(d) oflhe ACt reliUire• ua
to notify the ITC of Ilda"1ction and to
provide it with the Information we Used

to arrive at this determination. We will
notify the ITC and make available to ft
aD nonprivileged and noncionfidenHal
infonnation. We will also allow die ITC .
acc:esa to all privileged and confidential
t. 1981.
proYided it
By comparina the valuet c:alcuJated by Information iD our
confirms that it wW not disclose tuch
the foregoing methods the petitioner
lafCll'lllation ei• publicly ar mder an
alleged dumpins marains aa follows:
administrative prolective arder without
,,. .. ...,. ....~--•_... ......._. as the CCllllGl of lhe Deputy Assistant
API h pipe ._, to 111 lndl9 In CIUllidl llllmler _
n ~ .Se~ry for Import Administration.

mes.

8'9ndlld

*··---·----·.--·-··-·

22.7

Prelit 11 •ry Determinations lty ITC
Initiation or Investigations
The rrc will determine by Febnaary 1.
Under 9eetion 732(c) of the Act. we
1985, whether there Is a reasonable
must determine, within zo days after a
Indication that imports ·o1 certain. ·
. petition is filed, whether il aeb forth the
welded pipes and tubes of carbon ateel
eJlegationa necessary for the initiation
· from Venezuela are causing material
of en antidumping duty investigation
lnjwy, or threaten material Injury, to a
end whether it contains information
United States industry. If its
reasonably available to the petitioner
determinations are neptive the
supporting t1ie aDegationa.
We examined the petition on certain·
lnvestfastfona will tennlna&ei olherwlae,
I~ will p1oi:eed at:COidiug to tile atahitory
circular weMM pipes anc! tnbea of
procedW'H.
·
•
·
carbon eteelfiom Venen"ela entfhTe
found dist it 111eeta the reqof!'ements of
Alan F. Holmer,
section 732(b) of~ Act. Themore, In
Deprtty ASS"istont Secretary. for Import
accordance with section 732 of the Act,
Adminilll'Jllion.
·
we are initiatins antidumping claty
(FR DoC:.15-833 ~ S:.._ 1:45 am)

~- ....... wbelhe

cenm.drnl......... Pllm ........
of carbon ateel from Venezuela are
· bel111. or are likely to be, aold In the · · .
United Stales et Jen than fafr value. ff
our Investigations proceed normally we
will make our preliminary
·
determinations by May~ 1885.
• Scope of lavestigadom
'11le product• ander tnw.ffs•tiona ere:

....---··

·,

I

Notices

1815
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF WITNESSES APPEARING AT THE COMMISSION'S CONFERENCE

CALENDAR OF PUBLIC CONFERENCE
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-211 and 212 (Preliminary}
CERTAIN WELDED CARBON STEEL PIPES AND TUBES
FROM TAIWAN AND VENEZUELA
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Trade Commission's conference held in connection with the
subject investigations on January ~' 1985, in the hearing room of the USITC
Building, 701 E Street, NW., Washington, D.C.
In support of the imposition of antidumping duties
Roger B. Shagrin--Counsel
Washington, D.C.
on behalf of
The Committee on Pipe and Tube Imports
Manfred Eickholz, Vice President, Hughes Steel and Tube Inc.
c. Malcolm Hamblen, Vice Presid~~t,~f-Marketing.and Sales,
Sawhill Tubular Division of cyclops Corporation
Roger B. Shagrin} __ F COUNSEL
Paul W.Jameson } 0
In opposition to the imposition of antidumping duties
Mudge Rose, Guthrie, Alexander and Ferdon--Counsel
Washington, D.c.
on behalf of
Venezuelan Steel Producers and Exporters
Donald Cameron}
Jeffrey Neeley}

--OF COUNSEL
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF PAST AND CURRENT PIPE AND TUBE INVESTIGATIONS
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Table c-1.--Certain velded carbon 1teel pipea aad tubaa:
Pending title VII inveetigationa and
outetanding dumping/countervailing order•, moat recant duaping/aubaidy margin•, by countriea, 1981-83,
January-September 1983, and January-September 1984
Ratio of importa to apparent U.S. consumption
Product/
investigation/
order/country

Weighted-average
margin

Date of
bond or
order '!/

Jan.-Sept.-1981

1982

1983
1983

1984

Standard pipes and
tubes not over
16 inches in
outside diameter::
Pending antidump1nveet1gation:
Venezuela--------:
Cut standing
countervailing
order:
Korea------------:

1.88

Peb. 15, 1983

0.6

0,7

1.9

29.1

29.4

23.3

0.3

1.4

0.7

7.1

9.2

11.9

9,6

12.8

1.0
0.3
0.3

2.5
0,9
0,3

1.3
1.2
0.3

9,0

0.3

0.9

1. 2

s.1

18.5
5,9

22.9
6,9

32.3
10.3

24.8
0.3

0.2

'll

14.0

20.0 :

Line pipes and tubea
not over 16
inches in
outside diameter::
Pending antidumping invaatigation:
Venezuela·-------:
Outstanding
countervailing
order:
Korea------------:

ll

1.88

Peb. 15, 1983

3. 23
40.75

Dec. 31, 1984
Dec. 31, 1984

Standard pipes and
tubes not over
4,5 inches in
outside diameter::
Pending antidumping inve•tigations:
Brazil-----------:
Spain 4/---------:
Venezuela--------:

!I

3/

"ii

II

s.1

1.0

Pending countervailing duty
investigation:
Spain !/---------:

1.14

Oct. 10, 1984

Outstanding
antidumping
orders:
.
Korea------------:
Taiwan-----------:

0.9
9.7

Kay 7, 19S4
Kay 7, 1984

49. 69

Dec. 31, 1984

y

!I

o.8

1,8

3.1
2.1

1.9
1. 9

11. 7
4.1

Pending countervailing duty
investigation:
Spain

1.14

Oct. 10, 1984

l.I

1.8

3.1

1. 9

11. 7

Outstanding antidumping order:
Korea------------:

1. 4 7

Hay 7, 1984

0.5

5.3

6.8

1. 4

13.4
4.6

I

Light-walled rectangular pipes and
tubes:
Pending antidumping investigations:
Spain 4/---------:
Taiwan=----------:

!/---------;

3/

:.

0,5

1/ Date postin9 of bond required or data order laaued.
Thie 1• one of the instant lnveatigatlons.
To date, there i• no deteraination of 1ale1 at le•• than
fair value by Coaaerce nor requireaent for the posting of bond,
3/ Import data for 1981 for thia product are not available becauae the product waa included in a basket
category of the TSUSA prior to January 1982.
!I Thia inveatigation ii currently in progreaa; however, the petition ha• been vithdrawa and the ataff
hae recoaaended that tha Coaai11ion terainate the inve1tigation.

!I

Source:

Compiled fro• data contained in varloua report• of th• U.S. International Trade Coaai11ion.

